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ABSTRACT 

Wireless Sensor Data Logging System Design is a standalone electronic 

sensor device that captures and stores data through wireless communication. This 

system comprises two main integrated components; the Radio Frequency module 

and the Microcontroller based system. The main goal of this project is to design 

and construct a data logging system that effectively monitors the device's 

measurement values. In real life applications, most data monitoring system is a 

passive system. This type of system requires manned guarding on site to manage 

the devices. Therefore, a standalone data logging system offers a better 

enhancement system to replace the manned guarding method. The standalone data 

logger system can be applied by leaving the device alone in any place that 

requires the measurement of humidity and temperature. These data can be 

retrieved from EEPROM and transferred to a PC whenever needed by a user. A 

radio frequency module enables these data travels through wireless transmission 

medium, whereas the serial communication interface enables communication 

between the devices and PC. For diverse applications, an alarm system can be 

implemented if assets and security are the major concerns. The final report 

presents the development of a data logger system which is an integration of radio 

frequency module and the microcontroller-based system. The system monitors the 

device's measurement value via a Graphical User Interface. Basically, the system 

introduces a RF module to replace the hard wired scheme and produce a dynamic 

data transmission system. It is geared up with a PICI6F877A microcontroller to 

drive the outputs besides providing communication between devices and a PC. 

Overall, the project is the best platform to improve the traditional monitoring 

system and ignites another innovative invention in the future. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Data Logger System Design preface and background will be 

explained comprehensively in this chapter. All the information gathering and research 

were undertaken through many resources such as internets, books, journals and 

guidelines from lecturers. The elements that will be emphasized in this chapter are the 

background of study, problem statement, objectives and scope of study. The details 

discussed throughout this chapter will help the readers grasp the idea of the project 

and understand the concepts and principles applied. 

1.1 Background of Study 

The Wireless Sensor Data Logger System Design was designed based on the 

problems faced in the passive manned guarding system. Usually, the passive manned 

guarding system requires a person to monitor and guard the devices for the required 

time. Therefore, the data logger is designed to replace this less reliable and ineffective 

system. A data logger is a standalone sensor device that has the ability to store data in 

an external or internal memory. It refers to a system that is used to effectively 

measure and record important physical parameters such as humidity and temperature 

measurement. They are great portable device which can function independently 

without anyone to guard it. It can be taken anywhere and used in various situations. 

Whenever the measured data is needed, it is being collected. The sensors are the 

important hardware tools that actually take these measurements [1, 2]. 



Many industries around the world rely on the very regular use of such system 

especially the food and beverage industry. The data logger is helpful in controlling 

certain aspects when it comes to dealing with products that are being stored. The 

quality of a product must be assured in a good condition when it arrives to its final 

destination [3]. These devices are useful in restaurants to save a record of food 

temperature which are kept in the refrigerator. Bacteria increases and grows rapidly as 

it reaches the temperature between 4°C to 60°C [4]. Therefore, it is very important for 

the food industry to make sure the foods are at their proper temperature in order to 

prevent people from getting sick. Humidity measurement also plays an important role 

for the transport of some goods such as flowers [1, 3]. Humidity must be in high 

condition to avoid the flowers from getting dried out and wilt. These plants need to 

hold onto their vital moisture content to live [5]. 

Therefore, this wireless sensor data logger system was designed to satisfY the 

requirements stated above. It was developed based on the integration of a number of 

subsystems; the radio frequency module, the microcontroller-based systems, external 

EEPROM integration, sensor device, serial communication interface and GUt 

(Graphical User rnterface). This integrated device is an efficient system where it is 

portable, accurate, less expensive and light weight [1]. These great qualities made the 

system very competitive and reliable for real application. 

PC 

Tennioal 
/Gll 

Figure I: Block Diagram of wireless data logger system design using MCU. 
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The system is basically illustrated in the block diagram of Figure 1. 

Apparently; the measured data is obtained from the data logging system. The system 

was designed to store data received from the sensor that is attached to the 

microcontroller. The microcontroller is installed in the data loggers in order to 

interface with computer programs [I). The value of each data will be transmitted via 

wireless communication medium utilizing radio frequency module at 433MHz 

operating frequency. Simultaneously, the data is transferred to serial communication 

interface via the serial communication system to enable communication between 

device and a PC. The system is made interactive with the aid of GUI for easy

handling purposes. Besides, the system is capable of monitoring the status in textual 

form via Terminal program. The system will operate in one direction communication 

where the value of the sensor is sent to the PC. Overall, the Wireless Sensor Data 

Logger System comprises the integration of hardware and software that offers an 

interactive, effective and reliable data logging system. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

1.2.1 Problem identification 

Typically, most of traditional monitoring systems perform passive guarding 

system. Apparently, these systems are less reliable and ineffective. The hasty changes 

in technology nowadays made this existing system merely inconvenient. 

Consequently, a better approach should be implemented for an advancement of this 

passive system. The time management and quality of a product should be managed 

wisely in order to achieve a productive and smooth operation process. Some decisions 

must be made based upon the data and these decisions are important for the safety of 

human being. For instance the temperature of food must be recorded to keep of track 

the growth of bacteria in the food. Therefore, the Wireless Sensor Data Logger 

System Design perhaps introduces revolution for the passive manned guarding system. 

1.2.2 Problem solution 

The project essentially offers a dynamic and efficient system that handles the 

recorded data through a wireless standalone device that is displayed to PC. Basically, 

the project is based on the problem analysis basis and extends it to problem solving 

before it is implemented as a whole. It acts as a self contained unit that does not 

require any help from hosts to operate. Compared to conventional interface devices, 

this data logger has the capability to dump or transfer the data to a host system, if 

required. These data can be saved and analyzed for historical archive purposes [ 6]. 

The Wireless Sensor Data Logger System Design demonstrates the integration and 

application of theories in engineering discipline, which is a good platform for better 

understanding on engineering principle applications. 
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1.3 Project Objectives 

The objectives of the project focus on the steps towards the final design of the data 

logger system which is based on engineering fundamentals and problem solving basis. 

The aim and goal of this project are as follows: 

i. To design a wireless system that can record and save the sensor data into an 

external EEPROM chip for the required range of time. 

ii. To integrate the radio frequency module with a microcontroller-based system 

to enable the data transfer through wireless transmission medium. 

iii. To reduce and manage the wiring of a circuit by designing its printed circuit 

board. 

IV. To design a graphical user interface that can display the values of measured 

and recorded data. This interface contributes a user-friendly system to the real 

environment. 

1.4 Scope of Work 

The scope of work in this chapter is based on elements listed as below: 

i. Integration of sensor and EEPROM device with microcontroller. 

n. Wireless data transmission via a radio frequency module. 

iii. Interface the data logger system with serial communication. 

IV. Implementation of graphical user interface software design. 

The work is based on the elements above which apparently consist of a wireless 

data logging system. The microcontroller offers various advancement designs for the 

whole system. The Radio frequency module introduces an alternative solution for data 

transmission and it is applicable for various fields. Radio frequency transmission 

medium offers wider coverage area compared to other mediums. 

5 



The serial communication is designed in order to communicate with PC which 

practically improves the data logger system. Finally, the graphical user is 

implemented to improve the data logging system which makes the system interactive 

to the end user. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A literature review is one of the important development stages where the 

knowledge of each element used in the project is introduced. This particular chapter 

actually discusses the fundamental concepts applied in the project. The resources 

obtained through research via various sources are covered in this chapter. The 

literature review comprises external EEPROM interface, PIC 16F877 A 

microcontroller, serial communication interface, characteristics of wireless system, 

printed circuit board and graphical user interface via Visual C++. 

2.1 Introduction of Microcontroller 

A microcontroller is a single silicon chip which includes at a minimum 

microprocessor, program memory, data memory and an input output device. The word 

'micro' reflects that the device is small while the word 'controller' refers to the use of 

it in control applications. An embedded controller is another term for a 

microcontroller since most of microcontrollers are built in the devices they control. 

The main difference between a microprocessor and a microcontroller is that a 

microprocessor requires several other components for its operation such as program 

memory, data memory, input output devices and an external clock circuit. On the 

other hand, a microcontroller consists of all the support chips embedded inside its 

single chip. Other additional components such as timers, counters and analog-to 

digital converters are included in certain microcontrollers. Thus, a microcontroller 

system can act as a large computer with hard disks, floppy disks and printers to a 

single-chip embedded controller. They also can be used and embedded into household 

goods and other electronic controlled devices such as refrigerators, implantable 

medical devices, remote controls, office machines, toys, appliances, microwave ovens 

and cookers [7]. 
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A set of instructions stored in a memory of microcontroller can be operated by 

a microcontroller by fetching the instructions from its memory one by one; then these 

instructions are being decoded to carry out the required operations. The program 

languages used to program a microcontroller can either be an assembly language or a 

high level language. An assembly language is faster compared to a high level 

language, but it is hard to learn and maintain the program written because an 

assembly program consists of mnemonics. Different firms manufacture 

microcontrollers with different assembly languages; therefore, the user has to learn a 

new language for every new microcontroller used. High level languages are well 

known languages that facilitate the development oflarge and complex programs. User 

Programs which are loaded in the microcontroller's memory are executed. The data 

are received from input devices, manipulated and sent to output devices [7]. 

As a powerful tool, a microcontroller allows designers to design sophisticated 

input output data manipulation under program controls. They are classified by the 

number of bits they process. In most microcontroller-based applications, 8 bits are 

widely used and popular among the users. The 16 bits and 32 bits are expensive and 

not required in small or medium size general purpose applications compared to 8 bits, 

but they are much more powerful. The architecture of a microcontroller consists of a 

microprocessor, a memory and an input output. The central processing unit (CPU) and 

the control unit (CU) are the elements of the microprocessor. The CPU is referred as 

the brain of the microcontroller. Arithmetic and logic operations are performed here. 

The required instructions can be carried out by letting the CU control the internal 

operations of the microprocessor and send signals [7]. 
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2.2 Architecture Overview ofPIC16F877A 

One of the most advanced and well known microcontrollers from Microchip is 

PIC16877A. In modern applications, the controller is widely used for experimental 

purposes since it is less expensive, high quality and easily available in market. It can 

be applied in various applications such as machine control applications, measurement 

devices, study purposes and so on. Compared to other microcontroller family series, 

PIC 16F877 A features all the components which modern microcontrollers normally 

have and also has mote advanced and developed features [8]. The features, pin 

diagrams and specifications of PIC16F877A are shown in the datasheets from 

APPENDIX E. 

From its data specifications, the microcontroller has 8K Word which is 

l4.2Kbytes Flash, 368 RAM, 256 EEPROM and 20MHz of operating frequency. The 

synchronous serial port can be configured as either 3 wired Serial Peripheral Interface 

or as the 2 wired Inter Integrated Circuit bus and a Universal Asynchronous Receiver 

Transmitter. These features makes this microcontroller chip ideal for more advanced 

level analo~ to digital applications in automotive, industrial, appliance and consumer 

applications [9]. Table 1 below summarizes the PIC16F877A specifications and other 

PIC 16F87X as well: 

Table l: PIC 16F877 A and PIC 16877X Microchip specifications [9]. 

Key Features 
PICmicro Th'l Mid..R.ange Reference PIC16F873 PIC16F874 PIC16F876 PIC16F877 

Manual (DS33023) 

Operating Frequency DC ·20 MHz DC· 20 MHz DC w2Q MHZ DC-20MHz 

RESETS(and Delajfs) POR.BOR POR.BOR 
----

POR.BOR POI'!:BOR 
(PWRT,OST) (PWRT.OST) (PWRT.OST) (PWRT. OST) 

FLASH Program Memory 4K 4K BK SK 
( 14-btt words I 

Data MemofY (byj .. ) 192 192 368 368 
EEPROM Data Memory 128 128 256 256 

Interrupts 13 14 13 14 

1!0 Ports Ports A.B,C Ports A.B.C.D,E Ports A,B.C PortsA,B,C,D,E 

Tllil€rS 3 3 3 3 
CaptureJCompare/PV\IM Modules 2 2 2 2 

Serial Communica11ons MSSP.USART MSSP. USART MSSP,USART MSSP. USART 
Parallel Communications - PSP PSP 

1o-bitAnalog-to-Oigital Module 5 input channels 8 input channels 5 input channels 6 input channels 

! nstrucUon set 35 instructions 35 Instructions 35 instrnctions 35 instructions 
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By understanding the block diagram of PIC MCU, the idea of how to execute 

programs and manipulate data in the PIC MCU is easily understood. The block 

diagram is actually the architectural drawing of its inner workings. Processor block 

diagrams are basically similar for each of PIC MCU processor families. There are 

only certain things that might not be the same such as how data is accessed in 

different register banks, how data is indexed and stored in stacks. The internal block 

diagram ofPIC16F877Amicrocontroller is shown in Figure 2 [10]. 

Oevlce-

PIC16F874 
.PIC16F8'17 

Pft)gr.llltl 
FlASH 

•• 

" • Dafa.Su!lo 
FLASH ~ Pngfilm Clwnlvf 

J ..,,_ 1~ - RAM I 8Le'IBI Stade 
(13-bll) ... 

~i!Jt~-~ 

PI'QQ~ 1<~ RAM Addfl1) 9 9 ... 
f lnldrudUI, rag _j Addi-Mux· 

II DtaciMdr ' 1r 8~bldftld 
"" -r """' I F.SRrQQ' ~ 

• F-.>fSTATUSrgg I¢= 

"1 PI:I'Nal'-up 

·~~ -· ~_F:; Osdlbbu 
st7r-up liii"GG" 
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Figure 2: Internal block diagram ofPIC16877A. 
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The arithmetic logic unit (ALU) provides basic arithmetic and bitwise 

operations for the processor of PIC microcontroller. The input-output registers and the 

data storage RAM registers are specific use registers that control the operation of the 

CPU. These registers sometimes can be called as hardware registers. It depends on the 

function they perform. Hardware registers can provide direct manipulation of 

functions that are invisible to the programmer such as the program counter which 

allows advanced program functions. The data storage registers, RAM, are known as 

file registers by Microchip. The registers have their own spaces because they are 

separated from the program memory [10] .This is called the Harvard architecture 

which is shown in Figure 3 below: 

Control 
Space 

Data 

Addr 
Program Ctrl 
Memory 

Instruction 
Decode 

! 
PC Stack 

Processor and 
Register 
Interface 

Data 

Addr 

Ctrl 

Figure 3: Harvard Architecture block diagram [I 0]. 

Register 
Space 

The purpose of this separation is to allow the program memory read 

instructions while the processor is accessing data and processing it. Therefore, the PIC 

microcontroller has the capability to execute software faster than many of its 

contemporaries. Instruction executions are performed based on the four clock cycles 

shown in Figure 4 below. Program memory will fetch the next instruction to be 

executed during an instruction execution cycle. The fetched instructions are latched in 

a holding or decode register. After an instruction has been fetched and is latched in a 

holding or decodes register, the program counter is incremented. This is shown in the 

first cycle, Ql, of Figure 4 [10]. 
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In the next cycle, Q2, the data to be processed are read and put into temporary 

buffers. The data processing operations takes place during the third cycle, Q3. Last 

but not least, the resulting data value is stored during the last cycle, Q4 [I 0]. 

1 01 - Latch in Fetched Instruction 

1 
- lncreme,nt PC 

1 I 02 - Input R~gister/Data Load 

1 I I 03 - Operati~n 
I I I I 04 - Result Save 

I I I I 
I I I I 

_j \ I \ I \ !,--__,\ I 
,-------1 Instruction Cycle-----~; 

Figure 4: Four clock cycles for instruction execution. 

The 7 address bits are explicitly defined as part of the instructions when 

accessing the PIC16 microcontroller family series. These 7 bits can specifY up to 128 

addresses in an instruction. The 128 register addresses can also be known as a bank. 

For the program counter, it maintains the current program instruction address in the 

program memory which contains the instructions for the PIC microcontroller 

processor. Each one is read out in sequence and being stored in the instruction 

register. The instruction decode and control circuitry will decode the program. The 

code that is executed takes place in the program memory. At each address, the content 

of the program memory consists of a full instruction. From the block diagram, a 

temporary holding register known as an accumulator is required to save a temporary 

value while the instruction fetches data from another register. Another alternative is 

by passing a constant value from the instructions. In this case, the accumulator used is 

the working register which is also called as thew register [I 0]. 
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2.2.1 Parallel input/output ports 

With respect to PIC 16FS77 A. microcontroller ports are recognized and set 

according to the functionality of the required system. PIC16FS77A is a family of 

PIC16 series which is more powerful in terms of its updated technology, enhancement 

of capacity and speed [10). The pin diagram and its associated description are 

depicted in Figure 5 and Table 2 below, respectively. 

40-Pin PDIP 

MCLRf\1P"' - 1 \... _ _/ 
RADIANC- 2 
RA1tA.N1- 3 

R..!l,2/AN2'\·'R.==-~/CVC?EF - . 4 
RA3:AN3,'\:REF+- 5 

RA4iTCC.KiiG10JT - o 
RA:5/A.N4iSSfC20JT - 7 

REO.IRD,'AN5- - 8 
R:::1:"•11,:RIA.N6- 9 
RE2·~·'A.N7 - 10 

\/co~ 11 
Vss- 12 

OSC1!CLKI- 13 
0SC2JCLKO- 14 

RCDlT10SO.'T1CKI - 15 
RC1/l10SilCCP2 - 16 

RC2iCCP1 - 17 
RC3!SCK/SCL - 18 

ROC~'PSPC- 19 
RD1:FSP1 -

...: .... .... 
0!! 
...: ..,. .... 
"' u. 
<0 
~ 

u 
0:: 

- RB7.'PGD 
- RB6i"PG-.": 
-RBS 
-- RB4 
- RB3:"PGM 
- RB2 
-- RB1 
- RBO!INT 
-vx 

- RDh='SP7 
-- RD6J='SP6 
---- R05J!:lSP5 
-- RD4;\=JSP4 
- RC7;RX.'DT 
- RC&'TXlCK 
- RC5JSOO 
- RC4.:SDI/SOA 
- RD31?SP3 

21 --· ROZ,•==>SP2 
'-'------r 

Figure 5: Pin diagram for PIC16FS77A. 

Table 2: Pin description for PIC 16FS77 A. 

ASSIGNED PIN DESCRIPTION 

RB7/PGD Programming data for ICSP 

RB6/PGC Programming clock for JCSP 

MCLR Master clear for ICSP 

VDD Voltage power 

vss Voltage ground 

OSCI,OSC2 Oscillator I and 2 for crystal 

RD4-RD7 Port D4 to port D7 for input/output 

SDA, SCL Serial data and serial clock for 12C 

activity 
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2.2.2 The clock oscillator and instruction cycle 

Any microcontroller is a complex electronic circuit, made up of sequential and 

combinational logic. At certain speed it steps in turn through a series of complex 

states, each state being dependent on the instruction sequence it is executing. Overall, 

the speed of the microcontroller operation depends on the clock frequency. Many 

essential timing functions are also derived based on clock frequency ranging from 

counters and timers functions to serial communications. Overall, the power 

consumption of the microcontroller strictly depends on the clock frequency where 

high operation speed uses more power compared to slow speed. Basically, the 

microcontroller has its specified range for its clock frequency. The selection of the 

clock frequency is up to the designer. The main clock signal is divided down by a 

fixed value into a lower frequency within a microcontroller. Each cycle of this slower 

signal is known as a machine cycle or an instruction cycle. In the action of the 

processor, the instruction cycle becomes the primary unit of time. For instance, it can 

be used to measure how long an instruction takes to execute. Basically, the original 

clock signal is retained to create time stages within the instruction cycle. In order to 

produce the instruction cycle time, the main oscillator signal in PIC16 series is 

divided by 4[11]. 

2.2.3 The timers module 

In any microcontrollers, a timer is one of the important elements. Generally, a 

timer is a counter which is driven from either an external clock pulse or the 

microcontroller's internal oscillator. It can be either 8 bits or 16 bits wide. Under the 

control of the program control, timers can load data. The program control can stop or 

start the timers. An interrupt can be generated by confignring the timers when a 

certain count is reached. The interrupts can be used by user program to carry out 

accurate timing-related operations inside the microcontroller [7]. 
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2.2.4 Power supply and its operating conditions 

The standard logic voltage of most microcontrollers are 5V. There are also 

microcontrollers that can operate as low as 2. 7V and some will tolerate 6V without 

any problem. In the datasheets, the information about the allowed limits of power 

supply voltage is stated. Basically, the voltage regulator is used to obtain the required 

power supply voltage when the device is operated from a main adapter or batteries. 

For instance, a 5V regulator is required in order to operate the microcontroller from 

5V using a 9V battery. 

2.2.5 The power on reset 

In microcontrollers, there is a built in power on reset that keeps the 

microcontroller in the reset state until all the internal circuitry has been initialized. It 

can start the microcontroller program back to the beginning and is known as the state 

on power up. The microcontroller also can be reset by an external reset button. 

2.3 Programming PIC Microcontrollers 

After the program is written and translated into executable code, the resulting HEX 

file is loaded to the target microcontroller's program memory with the help of a 

device programmer. Some microcontroller development kits include on-board device 

programmers, so the microcontroller chip does not need to be removed and inserted 

into a separate programming device. 

2.3.1 In circuit serial programming (ICSP) 

The In Circuit Serial Programming (ICSP) circuit must be connected to the 

MCU in order to bum the chip. ICSP is actually a method where it is easier to 

program a PIC Microchip without removing the chip from the development 

board. 
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The connection of ICSP with the microchip is simple. ICSP provides five 

connections from the PIC ICSP programmer to the developer's board as described in 

Table 3. 

Table 3: ICSP pin connections to microcontroller. 
-

PIN DESCRIPTION 

MCLR (MASTER CLEAR) 
Programming voltage, reset button can connect 
here to reset the program of chip 

VCC(VOLTAGE COLLECTOR) Power voltage, usually 5V is used 

GND(GROUND) Zero voltage 

PGD (PROGRAMMING DATA) Connected to RB7 which is the ICSP Data 

(ICSPDAT) 

PGC(PROGRAMMING CLOCK) Connected to RB6 which is the JCSP Clock 

(ICSPCLK) 

Figure 6 below shows the physical pin connections of ICSP with the PICI6877A 

microcontroller: 

lCSP pin hMd,..-

5 

' 5 

' PlC16FS77A 

Figure 6: Pin connections of ICSP with PIC16F877 A. 
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2.4 The Human and Physical Interface 

Human interface can be devices that can give input and data response from the 

input data.Switches, keypads, sensors are some examples of input devices. While the 

output devices are the device that responds to the input device. It can be liquid crystal 

displays, motors, LEOs and so on. 

2.4.1 Liquid crystal display interface 

Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs) consist of many types such as 1 line, 2 line and 

4 line LCDs. We will be using a 1 line version with 16 characters. An LCD usually 

has I controller which can support about 80 characters. The LCD used has 14 pins 

with 2 extra pins. It is classified into 2 groups, which are serial and parallel 

connections. This LCD is a device where alphanumeric output can be displayed from 

microcontroller-based circuits. In serial LCD, it requires less input or output resources 

but they execute slower than the parallel LCD. LCD can be interfaced with various 

microcontrollers whether 4 bit or 8 bit [12). Using a 4 bit LCD interface, one can 

reserve other ports of microcontroller for other functions. Figure 7 below illustrates 

the serial LCD connection. The description of the pins can be referred in APPENDIX 

E. 

(J) 0 w ,,.. > 
(/) 0 W VI> 

> >> o::a::w 
o.-N~~I,()<O t-

00000000 

Figure 7: Serial LCD connection [12]. 
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2.4.2 Humidity and temperature sensor 

Humidity sensor is a sensor which measures and regularly reports the relative 

humidity in air. It is designed to sense relative humidity which measures both air 

temperature and moisture. The relative humidity is usually expressed as percentage 

which is the ratio of actual moisture in the air to the highest amount of moisture air of 

the measured environment. The warmer the air is, the more moisture it will be. 

Therefore, the relative humidity actually changes with fluctuations in temperature 

[13]. 

2.5 Serial Communication Overview 

The serial communication is basically a method to send data into PC and vice 

versa. The serial communication interface makes communication between 

microcontroller and PC significant to a system. In addition, the computer programs 

are capable of sending data in bytes to transmit pin output and retrieve bytes from the 

receive pin input. The serial port converts data from parallel to serial forms; besides it 

changes the electrical representation of the data. Figure 8 below depicts a connection 

between PC and MAX23_2. 

4.7uF 

~ "'---:;-;; J 
4.7uF .. 

4.7uF + 

L-. 'b C~N ~ 
C1· n .... ~~ 
Cl• fl:' ft ._.. 

p 

i i :o- q ' r-~ 
-·~--~- .l<>;:;:pE_ __ ___:. __ ff~+_ 4.7uF 

: . "--
1, S~iE./ c ;1b.re 

(1 to 1} 

l ~~vedata 

L ... t~--~===~ 
Seod d~tta 
(TX) 

C::i' flku 

._._ rtl" TX line to MCU 
l'lr~11 T2,., 

RJ,n IU!JUJ 

MAX23Z RX line to MCU 

Figure 8: Connection between PC and MAX232. 
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2.5.1 Inter-intergrated circuit (12C) protocol 

The data communication of sensor is based on 12C method where the two 12C 

signals are serial data (SDA) and serial clock (SCL). Together, these signals make it 

possible to support serial transmission of 8-bit bytes of 7-bit-data device addresses 

plus control bits-over the two-wire serial bus. The device that initiates a transaction on 

the 12C bus is termed the master. The master normally controls the clock signal. A 

device being addressed by the master is called a slave. The data from humidity sensor 

is transmitted and received by the serial data and serial clock signals and being sent to 

the microcontroller [ 14]. 

SCL 

SDA 

Figure 9: Communication configuration for 12C activity [14]. 

2.6 Radio Frequency (RF) Module for Wireless Communication 

Radio frequency module ia an essential sub-system in the data logger system 

design. The subsystem is a wireless data link comprising radio frequency transmitter 

and receiver. TX434 and RX434 are selected for the system. These radio frequency 

modules require no licensing since the transmitter and receiver are used in accordance 

with low power devices such as in data logger applications. 

Figure 10: The transmitter and receiver for RF module. 
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2.7 External EEPROM Memory Device 

The external EEPROM is a storage device that can store data for a long term since 

it has more than 200 years of data retention. The external EEPROM can be connected 

through 12C protocol or Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol. It depends on the 

chip we used. We plan to use the 24L256 EEPROM chip to interface with the 

microcontroller by using the I2C protocol. This storage device interface concept can 

be applied to Secure Digital (SD) card and Universal Serial Bus (USB) device. This 

advanced, low power device has a write capability of up to 64 bytes of data and 

capable of both random and sequential reads up to 256K boundary. By using the 

external EEPROM, we can connect more than 1 EEPROM chip to create a memory of 

more than 256K bytes instead of using the built-in internal EEPROM. EEPROM uses 

floating gate technology. Its dimension is finer, so that it can exploit another means of 

charging its floating gate. This is known as Nordheim Fowler tunneling. With this 

method, it is possible to electrically erase the memory cell, as well as write to it. To 

allow this to happen, a number of switching transistors need to be included around the 

memory element itself, so the high density of EEPROM is lost. Generally, EEPROM 

can be written to and erased on a byte-by-byte basis. This makes it especially useful 

for storing single items of data. Both writing and erasing take finite time, up to several 

milliseconds, although a read can be accomplished at normal semiconductor memory 

access times [ 11]. 

2.8 Printed Circuit Board 

This design is one of the last stages of development of circuit after the testing, 

troubleshooting and result of circuit passes the requirements. A Printed Circuit Board 

(PCB) design is also known as a printed wiring board. PCB has copper tracks 

connecting the holes through where the components are placed. It basically serves two 

purposes; it places the mounted components and provides the electrical connections 

between the components. The fabrication of printed circuit board is achieved by an 

etching process based on the Gerber file created. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

Methodology is one of the important parts of the project development. We will 

explain the procedure identification process, the tools that will be used and also the 

proposed work overview. The process of the project development is segregated into 

few parts within two semester's time frame. In general, the process comprises the 

integration of hardware and software. 

3.1 Procedure Identification 

The procedures involved in Wireless Sensor Data Logger System Design are 

basically based on the overall block diagram illustrated in Figure I from Chapter I. 

The procedures are identified to ensure that the project can be accomplished within 

the time frame provided. From the block diagram, the specific flow chart is illustrated 

in Figures 11 and 12 for FYPI and FYP2 respectively. The first flow chart shows the 

procedure for the targeted work to be accomplished during FYPl, while the second 

flow chart shows the procedure work for FYP2. Generally, the process starts with 

some research of literature review and knowledge about the project such as the 

microcontroller features, serial communications, and wireless communications. By 

identifying their functions, we can start designing the circuit part by part. 

For the first step, we plan to display the sensor data through the LCD display and 

integrate the sensor data with the microcontroller. Then, further research about the 

external EEPROM chip is done in order to connect the chip with the microcontroller. 

The serial interface allows communication between microcontroller and PC via serial 

port. The radio frequency module is integrated to the microcontroller to conduct a 
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wireless data transmission. The last stage of system design is the design of PCB and 

GUI in order to make the project more presentable. 

Preliminary surveys and research on 
related literature review 

.~ 
Tool identifications 

~ 
Circuitry design for LCD display 

! 
EEPROM study and progress report 

submission 

~ 
Integration of EEPROM chip with LCD 

circuitry 

~ 
RS232 serial port interface of 

microcontroller and connecting 
Hyperterminal 

l 
Draft and Interim Report submission 

----

Figure II: Procedure identification flow for FYPI. 
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Research on data transmission through 
radio frequency 

~ 
Module of wireless system and Progress 

Report 1 submission 

l 
Integration of wireless system with sensor 

device 

~ 
Circuit testing and troubleshooting 

~ 
Displaying data to Hyperterminal 

l 
Graphical user interface for data display 

and Progress Report 2 submission 

~ 
Additional advanced elements for system 

such as alarm, sprinkler 
-----

l 
Printed circuit board design and 

installation of components 

l 
Preparation for pre-EDX and Final Report 

submission 

Figure 12: Flow procedure for FYP2. 
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3.2 Tools and Equipment Required 

Tools play important roles in developing this data logger system. Since the project 

will be involving the software and hardware integration, both of software and 

hardware development tools are required. The tools that are proposed are the common 

software which mostly is widely used in electronic industries. 

3.2.1 Software development tools 

• 
• 

MPLAB IDE and PICKIT 3 

CCS compiler 

• AL TIUM Summer Designer - PROTEL 

• Microsoft Visual Studio C++ 

• REALTERM 

3.2.2 Hardware development tools 

• Microcontroller PIC 16F877 A 

• Humidity and temperature sensor 

• Liquid crystal display (LCD) 

• External EEPROM 24L256 chip 

• MAX 232 level converter IC 

• RS232/RS485 serial port 

• Personal computer 
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3.3 Proposed Work for Prototype Installation 

The flow of installation for the prototype includes many crucial processes that 

should be done during the time frame given. Microcontroller theories are being 

applied to the project and new knowledge is discovered. 

3.3.1 Clock oscillator calculation for PIC16F877A 

For the microcontroller to operate, a clock is required to give a clock cycle. We 

use the crystal/ceramic timing devices that can be connected to the microcontroller 

through oscillator port denoted by OSC I and OSC2. This timing device consists of a 

crystal oscillator plus two small capacitors. An instruction is executed by fetching it 

from the memory and then decoding it. This usually takes several clock cycles and is 

known as instruction cycle. The calculation for capacitors and crystal component are 

as follows: 

Cp: Parasitic Capacitance, usually about 8pF 

Ca: Actual value of capacitor, the capacitor used is 15pF 

(Ca + Cp)/2 = (15p + Sp)/2 = 11.5 

Therefore, the crystal that we will be using is 12 MHz. 

PIC16F877A 

osc 1 osc~ 

1 0 2 

12!\rJH:z 
- '-- - -

G)<TI GNTI 

Figure 13: Schematic diagram for clock oscillator with PIC16F877 A. 
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3.3.2 Programming development process 

This flow diagram describes the basic process of developing a program using the 

microcontroller. 

If there is no 
output from 
hardware, 
troubleshooting 
of the circuitry 
and also the 
source code will 
be done. 

Source code written based 
on flow chart 

Assemble/compile using 
CCS compiler 

Download/burn/program 
circuit 

Test in hardware by 
applying the power supply 

If compilation got 
an error, the 
source code 
should be 
corrected or 
adjusted. 

Figure 14: Flow diagram for programming development process. 

3.3.3 Software programming installation 

A circuit will not work without the microcontroller being programmed. Therefore, 

we learn and discovered the MPLAB IDE software together with the CCS compiler to 

create the program for digital alarm clock design. This software design can actually be 

created by various types of programming software. But we preferred using CCS 

compiler because the wizard and built-in functions in CCS compiler make it easy to 

create the basic settings based on the hardware device. They are also user friendly. 

The files are then imported to MPLAB IDE in order to use the PJCKIT3 device to 

burn the program into the microcontroller chip. 
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3.3.4 Initialization mode of MCU chip 

The initialization setting for the circuit is created by using the PIC Wizard in CCS 

Compiler.The screenshot for the initilazation of the microcontroller chip is depicted in 

Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Initializing the microcontroller chip using the PIC Wizard. 

The oscillator frequency used is about 12 MHz. For slower execution, a lower value 

of oscillator frequency can be used.The files included together in DigiPicco.c: 

• Header file > DigiPicco.h 

• LCD driver > LCD.c 

• String library > striog.b 

• Standard Library > stdlib.b 
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Figure 16 below illustrates a sample C code for PIC 16F877 A initialization. 

Edit Search Op11ons Compl~ lio~w Tools O..bug Docum~nl UsHloolb< 

tligl'icco h 

1 t 1n~lud "C:\O~~r~\Kakak\De~kccp\RHT_Y2CS~n~or1\Diq1Picco.h" 

2 
3 t in~lud "C:\U~~ra\Kakak\Deaktop\RHT_I2CScn~orl\LCD.~" 

5 t inc1ud~ acr1ng .h 
6 t lnc1ud acd11t.h 
71 I 
8 tinclud~ "I2C_RHTS~n~or.h" 

9 K. " 

10 
11 vo1d !n1tializ~ 
12 

~~cup_adc_porca NO_ANALOGS 
l~ ~ecup_adc ADC_orr . 
15 ~~cup_p~~ PSP_DlSABLLC 
16 ~~cup_~P1 SPI_SS_DISABL~C 

17 a~cup_cim~r_O RICC_I~RHAL RICC_DIV_256 
18 ~~cup_t~er l Tl_DISAB~C 
19 aecup_c~~r_2 T2_DISAB~C ,1 
20 aecup_comparacor NC_NC_NC_NC 
21 a~cup_vre~ ! FALS~ 

22 lcd_inic 
23 

X 

r 

Insert Modofi... Pjt: OigoPicco C:\Us~rs\Kakai<\-\DogoPicco.c 

Figure 16: C programming code for initialization of PIC 16F877 A. 

3.3.5 The interface for humidity and temperature sensor 

The interface of humidity sensor to PlC16F877A based on the humidity and 

temperature sensor datasheet is given in Figure 17 below. 
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Figure 17: Connection of humidity sensor with PIC16F877A. 
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3.3.6 Interfacing 4-bit LCD 

The first step to display output from LCD would require a sequence of program 

to be created. But in CCS compiler, a LCD driver has already created the sequence of 

the program. The following pins are the pin connections from LCD to microcontroller 

and these have been fixed by the driver. Only 4 bits are used for the LCD interfaces 

which are D7 to D4. It saves the use of other pins but responds slower than an 8 bit 

interface. Figure 18 below shows a LCD driver from CCS compiler. 
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Figure 18: LCD driver from CCS compiler. 

From the program code of LCD in APPENDIX C, the led putc module is used 

to display a text or number on the LCD. The program below displays the value of 

relative humidity in percentage. 

I I The fom1ula to convert hexadecimal of humidity and temperature mlo decimal value. 
Humidity = make32(0,0,HumH,HumL)*lOOIOx7FFF; 
Temperature - make32(0,0,TempH ,TempL)*16SIOx7FFF-40; 

I I lcd_putc module from driver is used to display value of humidity 
prinLf(lcd_putc,"\fR.Humidily=%LU%%\n",Humidily); 
printf(lcd_putc, "Tcmpcrature=o/oLu C\n ",Tern perature); 
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3.3. 7 Experimenting the accuracies of sensor 

The accuracy of sensor was tested for both, the temperature and the humidity. Its 

accuracies can be detected by comparing the measured value with the actual value 

from other sources. The experiment took place at the Chemical Lab where the lsotech 

Model Jupiter 650 of constant temperature bath was used as the heating device. The 

temperature reading of sensor is compared with the master standard units of a digital 

thennometer. The data was recorded starting from 30 degree Celsius of temperature 

bath to 70 degrees of temperature bath. Figure 19 below shows the setup for the 

temperature heating experiment. Both sensors and master standard unit device were 

put into the space in the lsotech Jupiter machine. Here the surroundings inside the 

machine acted as the heating element. The values of both measured devices were 

recorded in a table and displayed in a plotted graph. The accuracy test for humidity is 

conducted by comparing the sensor with the hygrometer and the anemometer device. 

Both are humidity measurement devices that are basically used in industry 

applications. 

Figure 19: Setup oftemperature measurement experiment. 
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The whirling hygrometer determines the percentage relative humidity (RH) by 

measuring the evaporation of water into the surrounding air. Two thermometers are 

placed in flowing air; one thermometer bulb was covered by a wet wick. The RH can 

be read off the slide rule calculator integrated into the hygrometer. To take the 

measurement of humidity, the instrument was opened by withdrawing the inner frame 

from the case. Then, thoroughly the wick was wet by placing the exposed end under 

cold running water or immersing it in water for about 30 seconds. This would wet 

both the exposed wick and that coiled in the wick container. The frame was rotated 

for 30 to 60 seconds at between 2 and 3 revolutions per second. When the hygrometer 

is closed the slide rule can be used to calculate the relative humidity percentage 

directly from the wet and dry temperatures. The calculator has two scales; the upper 

scale should be used for dry bulb temperature up to 20 degree Celsius. For higher 

temperature, the lower scale should be used. The steps to read the humidity reading of 

hygrometer, first, locate the wet bulb temperature on the relevant scale. The dry bulb 

temperature is aligned with the wet bulb. The reading of relative humidity is read 

from the centre scale at the location of the arrow. 

Figure 20: The humidity measuring device; hygrometer and anemometer. 

The anemometer is a digital humidity measurement device. This is straight 

forward compared to hygrometers because the reading of humidity is displayed 

directly from the anemometer. The devices measured the humidity of the 

surroundings from 8 am in the morning to 8 pm. The data measurements of sensor 

between devices are compared and plotted in a bar chart. 
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3.3.8 Serial Communication Interface 

The serial communication allows the communication between the 

microcontroller and PC. The sensor data should be sent through this serial and 

displayed in the terminal called Realterm. The pin outs for serial communication is 

connected as illustrated in Figure 21 below. Two of input output pins ofPIC16F877A 

microcontroller were configured as transmit pin and mceive pin and connected 

directly to MAX232 level converter !Cat pin II and 12, respectively. The MAX232 

level converter IC converts microcontroller signal level OV and +5V to +3V/+12V 

from a single supply of 5V. This is due to the fact that PIC16F877A microcontroller 

sends data serially in logic level of OV for low logic, and +5V for high logic. 

However, RS232 serial port uses different logic levels, +3V and +12V for 

communication. Therefore, MAX232 converts the TTL logic level during data 

transmission. 

+5V electrolytic capacitor, 1 uF 1 OV 

COMl DB9 

1 
MAXIM MAX232 

Figure 21: MAX 232 interface layout. 

In order to allow the communication, several initializations are required to be 

executed. The initialization properties are set in the realterm as follows: 

• Baud rate (bits per second): 2400 

• Data bits: 8 

• Parity bit: None 
• Stop Bits: I 
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3.3.9 External EEPROM Access 

The closed up view for pin configuration and connections of EEPROM 

depicted in APPENDIX B is shown in Figure 22.The pin AO is connected to 5V to 

get logic !.Therefore, its address does not clash with the sensor's address that shares 

the same pin in the MCU circuitry. It is important for us to make sure different 

addresses are used between devices that share the same port of the MCU in order for 

them to function properly and be recognized. The EEPROM driver of 24LC256 is 

included from CCS Compiler library which is shown in APPENDIX C. As we see in 

program code number 5, the 24LC256 EEPROM library shows that both write and 

read operations follow the I2C protocol. In I2C protocol, the master initiates 

communications on the bus and controls the bus with one or more slave devices. 

Basically, it begins with a start condition and ends up with a stop condition. 
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Figure 22: Close up view of EEPROM connections in the MCU circuitry. 
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Figure 23: Write operation mode for 24LC256 EEPROM. 

In Figure 23, the start condition is generated first. This figure relates with the 

code of the write operation where the slave actually writes the device address OXA2 

to get 1010 0010. From Figure 23, the first 4 bits refers to the control byte of 

EEPROM device for both write and read operation. The next three bits are the chip 

select bits AO, A I and A2. These chip select bits depends on the user whether to use 

chip select AO, AI or A2. The selected chip is connected to high logic to tell that we 

are using that chip select bits. In read operation, the R/W bit should be 0. From the 

program, it shows that AO chip select was set to 5V. As shown in the datasheets in 

APPENDIX E, there are page-write and byte-write operations. For a byte write, one 

byte of data transfer taken place from the MCU to the EEPROM; the transfer is then 

acknowledged by the EEPROM. While in page write, data transfers can allow up to 

16 bytes. The master generates a stop condition when everything was completed. A 

sample code to achieve a byte-write is shown below. 

-void write_ext_eeprom(long int address, BYTE data} 
{ 

I 

short int status; 
i2c_start{); 
i2c_write{Oxa2);//a0~1 

i2c_write(address>>8); 
i2c_write(address); 
i2c_write(data); 
i2c_stop{): 
i2c_start(); 
status=i2c_write(Oxa2); 

Moreover, Figure 24 below depicts the EEPROM read operation. 

BUS _ACTIVITY ~ S s 
MASTER A Control Address Address l Control Data T 

R By1e High Byte Low Byte R By1e Byte 0 
T!'_A_--.... ~ ,..________....._ ....... 1' .. ··--A--.,, .~. p 

SDALINE g;]_oj11afiDma1 1xl : : : : : : II : : : : : : : I ~ I : : : : : : : I EJ 
A A A A N 

BUS ACTIVITY C C C C 0 
K K K K J'i•. 

X= don't care bit c 

Figure 24: Read operation mode for 24LC256 EEPROM. 
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In the read mode, the R/W should be 1 to indicate it is in the read mode. The 

following sample code shows that the program starts with a start (i.e.; i2c_start( )) and 

ends with a stop (i2c stop( )) conditions. 

BYTE read_ext_eeprom(long int address) 
BYTE data; 
i2c start(}; 
i2c=write(Oxa2};//a0~1 
i2c_write(address>>@); 
i2c_write(address); 
i2c_start(}; 
i2c_write(Oxa3); 
da ta~i2c _read I 0} ; 
i2c_stop(}; 
return(data); 

In order to test whether or not the functionality of the EEPROM device works, 

or we used the input.c driver and included it in the main code. This input.c driver 

allows the user to kick in the data that he/she wants to save into one of the locations in 

the EEPROM device using a keyboard, and also allows the user to read back the value 

from the location. The program below explains that when the letter 'R' is received, 

the value from the EEPROM is read; while the letter 'W' indicates that the user wants 

to write a value to be saved in any location of the EEPROM. 

#include "inpuE.c 

void main() { 

BYTE value, cmd; 
EEPROM ADDRESS address; 
Initialize(); 
P.J"intf{"\r\IJ.W~lcome qnQ .Bye Noorshafrina\r\n"l; 
init_ext_eeprom(); 

do 
do 

printf("\r\nRead or Write: "); 
cmd~getc(}; 

crnd=toupper(crnd); 
putc (cmd}; 

while ( (cmdl='R') && (cmd!='W') ); 
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3.4.0 Graphical User Interface Design 

We had used the Microsoft Foundation Class wizard to create a new project 

workspace for the graphical user interface design. The location of project can be 

changed to a location that we want to save. In this project, the Win32 platform which 

refers to the recent versions of the windows operating system that runs in a 32-bit 

mode is used. This application generates an application that has built in functionality 

which when compiled; it implements the basic features of windows executable 

application. The Microsoft Foundation Class wizard is depicted in Figure 25. 

C10 Mocrt>soft Vtsual C • • 

n.. P,OjeetS I Wotkspaoea I Olhel Oocunenlt I 

~
.AlATL COM "WNilMd 

!;tJ Oust"' Aeocuce Type WIZard 
:a;)Custom"WNilad 

Oatabaoe f'loiecl 
~ DevSiudlo Add-.. WIZard 

ISAI't E.c,_, Wcr"'d 
II M.ol<. .. ie 

A.,q 

MFC Aclrvel< Contn##llard 
MFC App\.Ycrard ((il) 

flat!Ciffl\$ 
vWonJ2;;::;------

Figure 25: MFC wizard application in Microsoft C++. 

A dialog-based GUI is implemented and created using a text file called a 

resource file which has file extension " .rc". This dialog box is a window that holds 

other windows controls and can be referred as a container. It is actually the primary 

interface that involves interaction between the user and computer. We can design the 

dialog box by selecting the boxes and placing them in the worksheet. But the variable 

for each of these boxes must be assigned because the user must program these 

variables according to their desired functions. 
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The dialog based type is selected as in Figure 26 below. 

MFC AppWo%ard - Step 1 

, ... 

l'fl ~· 
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M~documeru 
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r 

I Engish [United St~Mes) (APPWZENU DLL ~ 

< Back C Next> ] Fmh J 

Figure 26: Screenshot for step 1 ofGUl design. 

The title of the dialog box for this project was entered as 'Wireless Sensor 

Data Logger System Design·. Figure 27 shows step 2 for MFC wizard application. 

MFC AppWizard - Step 2 of 4 
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=--===~ 

Figure 27: Screenshot for step 2 ofGUI design. 
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Source code files will automatically be generated and any code modification can 

be made easily; Figure 28 below illustrates the options to generate such a source file. 

MFC AppW~Zard - Step 3 of 4 

. ' ' . r•c .. x-_.._..,...lldP 
a:IJa:IJCD 

rs~r · 1/TOOO : ------
II TODD : ----

_J 

... odt 
I 

Whal style of project would you like? 

• MFC Standard 
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No, thank you 

How would you li<.e to use the MFC lib!ary? 

• As a sh.!wed DLL 

As a static~ linked libra~y 

< Back eye;> ] 
Figure 28: Screenshot for step 3 of GUI design. 

Figure 29 below shows the design of graphical user interface with buttons and 

empty boxes which are arranged according to our desired functions. The 'close 

comm' and 'open comm' buttons allow the used port to be recognized. 

HUMIDITY VALUE 

Edil 

TEMPERATURE 
VALUE 

Figure 29: The view design ofGUI interface. 
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The variables can be assigned by clicking the right side of mouse on the 

respective button box and by selecting the properties. This can be shown in Figure 30 

below: 

Push Button Properties 

~ Y General St}lies I ElCtended Styles 

!D: ; .. :!IIIIII~I•I:J~~tiW -~ .Caption: Open COIMl 

!ir~ tl~ID 

.;j TaQ stop 

Figure 30: Properties for assigning variables to selected buttons. 

A sample code below shows a situation where if the "open comm" button is 

pressed, the message of"comm. Port already open" will pop up. 

void CTest_serialDlg::OnButtonOpenCom() 
{ 

if(m_serial_flag) 

{ 
MessageBox("comm port already open") ; 
return ; 

} } 

The serial comm.unication used is 2400 baud rate with no parity bit and one stop bit 

PortDCB.BaudRate = 2400; 
PortDCB.ffiinary = TRUE; 
PortDCB.fParity = TRUE; 
PortDCB.toutxCtsFlow = FALSE; 
PortDCB.toutxDsrFiow = FALSE; 
PortDCB.fDtrControl = DTR_CONTROL_ENABLE; 

PortDCB.fAbortOnError = FALSE; 

PortDCB.ByteSize = 8; 
PortDCB.Parity = NOPARITY; 
PortDCB.StopBits = ONESTOPBIT; 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results and fmdings obtained from the project are discussed thoroughly in 

this section. The process of project development involved masses of information and 

engineering principles. Apparently, the results presented in this chapter are the sensor 

data analysis through wireless and wired communication, PIC16F877A 

microcontroller circuitry and GUI interface. There are also other findings which will 

be explained further in the remaining sections of this chapter. 

4.1 Sensor Output Display Test on LCD 

From the first stage of circuit development, the measured output from the sensor 

is displayed by the LCD. Temperature and humidity data are sensed by the integrated 

sensor. The PICKIT3 connected through USB port supplies power to the circuit with 

5 volts. The range of temperature that can be read by this sensor is around -25 to +85 

degrees Celsius. In a normal condition, the room temperature should be around 27 

degrees Celsius while the humidity is about 60 percents and above. The output display 

in Figure 31 shows the value of temperature and humidity ort 1 November, 2010 at 

1.36pm in room environment. Therefore, the measured data shows that the 

environment is in normal condition. Table 4 below shows the reading from the LCD 

display. 

Table 4: LCD display of measured value from sensor. 

SENSOR MEASUREDV ALUE 

HUMIDITY 67% 

TEMPERATURE 28 oc 
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Figure 31: Output of temperature and humidity sensor data to LCD. 

4.2 Accuracies of Sensor Board Compared to Other Devices 

The accuracy test of the sensors is being run to compare them with standard 

measurements and to prove that they are accurate. By comparing these measurements 

with the standard reading, the accuracy level of the sensors could be determined. This 

is important since the sensors would be applied in real applications. The data analysis 

tbr the measurements of humidity and temperature are both tested in different 

methods. The method used has been already explained and discussed in the 

methodology section of the report. 

4.2.1 Humidity data analysis 

The humidity reading is compared with two different humidity devices, the 

hygrometer and the anemometer. These devices are common humidity measuring 

devices. The readings of the outside surrounding were taken from 8am in the morning 

until 8pm. Table 5 below shows the measured humidity data of the environment in 

normal weather, which is not too windy, not too hot and not raining. 
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Table 5: Measured value of humidity and temperature for measuring devices. 

TIME HYGROMETER ANEMOMETER SENSOR 
t---

8:00AM 85 88 86 
10:00 AM 72 77 75 

- -
12:00 AM 65 67 68 
2:00PM 71 68 70 
4:00PM 58 56 54 

6:00PM 62 64 66 
8:00PM 78 81 76 

From the measured value, it shows that the reading of the integrated sensor is 

almost the same as the other two devices. The highest humidity percent is in the 

morning which is around 85 percents and above. This shows that the quantity of water 

in the air during Sam in the morning is high. While the lowest humidity percent is 

during 4pm in the evening. The weather at this time was quite hot; therefore the 

quantity of water is lower. The hygrometer and anemometer are common devices 

which gives the standard reading ofthe humidity in real life. Therefore, the integrated 

sensor is applicable in daily life applications and has an accurate humidity reading 

since its measured value is almost the same as the value of the devices. The result of 

humidity percent measured from the three devices is summarized in Figure 32. 
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ANEMOMETER 
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Figure 32: The measurements of humidity percentage in air. 
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4.2.2 Temperature data analysis 

The accuracy of temperature is determined by comparing the measured data of 

the integrated sensor with the master sensor unit measurement. The bath temperature 

was used as a heating element. The temperature value of master standard unit (MSU) 

and value of sensor were recorded for each increasing value of bath temperature. The 

measurement was taken from 30 to 70 degree Celsius. 

Table 6: The reading of temperature measured. 

UNIT UNDER TEST (UUT) SENSOR 

3 WIRE RESISTANCE 

MASTER STANDARD UNIT (MSU) THERMOMETER 

NO BATH TEMP MSU READING UUT READING 

I 30 32.04 29 

2 40 40.67 37 

3 50 52. 12 49 

4 60 60.39 58 

5 70 65.3 1 62 

From the table, as the temperature bath increases, the measrurements of both 

MSU and sensors increase. The accuracy of the sensors are calculated based on the 

plotted graph using the standard deviation equation. A graph is plotted based on the 

recorded data shown in Figure 33 below. 
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"' ca 

Sensor & MSU Reading (Celclus) 

Figure 33: The measurements of temperature. 
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Using the standard deviation formula, the accuracy of the sensor can be determined 

as follows: 

(j= 
:L(.r- x)2 

N 

u = the standard deviation 

x = each value in the population 

x = the mean of the values 

N =the number of values of population 

The mean for sensor is calculated using: 

- ~X x=
N 

= 29 * l7*49+5&-+62 
5 

= 47 

Using the mean to calculate: 

L(x- x)2 = (29- 47)2 + (37- 47) 2 + (49- 47)2 + (58- 47)2 

2 

+ (62-47) 

= 774 

Therefore, the standard deviation of sensor is around: 

(J = ,}774/5 = 12.44 

The mean for MSU is calculated using: 

- ~X x=
N 

= 30.04 + 40.67 +52.12 +60.39+65.31 
5 

= 49.71 
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Using the mean to calculate: 

ICx- x)2 = (30.04- 49.71)2 + (40.67 - 49.71)2 + 
2 

(52.12- 49.71) + (60.39- 49.71)2 + 
2 

(65.31-49.71) 

= 831.86 

Therefore, the standard deviation of sensor is around: 

u = Js3L86/5 = 12.9 

From the calculation, it proves that the sensor gives an accurate temperature 

reading because the value of standard deviation of sensor is near with the value of the 

MSU standard deviation. Therefore, the sensor is applicable in industry applications 

like other temperature measurement devices. But, the sensor is easily integrated to a 

circuit compared to other devices. 

4.3 EEPROM Output Test on Terminal 

At the end of the EEPROM program test, the program manages to come out 

with a final output from the compilation of EEPROM 24256 C programming. The 

compilation is completed successfully with no errors. This is proved by the CCS 

compilation window in Figure 34 below . 

.. <>CW 

(I) P,oJKt £0~ r....... Oo~no F Como•l< l VI... T~ol> !><bUll Dot........ U><•Toot~• 

C:L .. \EEPROMTEST2H\EEPROM TEST\12c_ex.c 

C""'Piel<t 
No errors 
Fl .... 9 , S"'temen~ 531, Time' 1 Sec. u .... · 31 .. 
Output H'-' ERA HEX SYU LST COF PJT TRE STA 

Figure 34: Compilation of EEPROM program. 
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The result illustrated in Figure 35 below shows that the value 45 is written by 

the user and saved in location 12. When the user wishes to read back the value from 

location 12, the result will show the value 45, which is the value that had been stored 

in location 12. This proves that the EEPROM chip program functions well. 
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Figure 35: Result for external EEPROM programming with microcontroller. 

4.4 Serial Communication Test on Terminal 

Figure 36 below shows the result from RS232 communication in Realterm terminal. 
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Figure 36: Result from RS232 communication in Realterm terminal. 
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This test is conducted in order to check the functionality of the serial 

communication before integrating the wireless communication device. From the 

program tested, the output display shows the temperature reading of the sensor 

module. From the result illustrated in Figure 36 above, it can be concluded that the 

serial port communicates with the PC and the value read by the sensors can be 

displayed in the ReaiTerm software. 

4.4.1 Data Logger display through wired communication 

The result from hard wired connection with PC using the serial port is the 

displayed data stored by EEPROM. From the program, the location for storing both 

data consists of 50 locations. The first 25 locations are the data of humidity, while the 

remaining locations are the data of temperature. The value from the locations are all 

the same because the time delay for each value to be read is 25micro seconds; 

therefore, it executes fast and the changes could not be easily detected during this 

duration of time. A faster delay time is purposely used in the experiment in order to 

avoid a slow response. In real applications, the exact delay that should be used can be 

changed in the program. Figure 37 and 38 below shows the reading ofthe stored data: 
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Figure 37: Display of25 data of humidity from EEPROM. 
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Figure 38: The display of25 data of temperature from EEPROM. 

4.4.2 Data logger display through wireless communication 

Figure 39 below shows the data logger from a wireless communication using the 

radio frequency module. There are a lot of contaminations (garbage) due to noise and 

interference displayed in Realterm because of the instability of the RF wireless link. 

The terminal is basically a dummy terminal where it receives all the incoming data 

including the garbage. 
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Figure 39: The display from wireless communication. 
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4.5 Graphical User Interface Display 

As a result from the Figure 40, it shows that the data is displayed vertically. 

The amount of data sent are 50 data, 25 data for humidity values and another 25 

values for temperature. We purposely programmed the EEPROM to read and record 

only 50 locations from the addresses in order to reduce the time of system 

development and prepare for other unfinished process. By pressing the "Open Comm" 

button, the "COMM STATUS" shows that the port has been opened and thread is 

started. 

h,o.ie1come to $1andalone sensor data loggi1g ~ystem OK 

HUMIDITY VALUE 
TEMPERATURE 

VALUE Closecomm 
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69 31 
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69 31 -- -pomm opened and thread 
!Started II 

COMM STATUS 

~ 

Figure 40: The serial communication through GUI. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a conclusion, at the end of project development process, the project basically 

meets the objectives and works appropriately as expected. However, there are some 

spaces or room of improvements for future enhancement. Conclusions and a few 

recommendations are explained in the section below. 

5.1 Conclusion 

In a nutshell, the Wireless Sensor Data Logger System proceeded as scheduled 

and has met its objectives. Through research, analytical and critical thinking, time 

management, planning and laboratory work; the objectives are met. From the 

objectives, the wireless communication between the integrated sensor MCU circuits 

with PC is communicating but the radio frequency module is not very stable and 

sends garbage to terminal. The printed circuit board has been fabricated and the GUI 

interface design has been working. The project gives a good practice to us in the 

embedded system knowledge and technical work which is a useful hands-on work in 

the future. 

The project development was very tough and challenging due to time constraint 

and components availability. The project requires a frequent testing and 

troubleshooting processes which are very time consuming. The Wireless Sensor Data 

Logger system offers a reliable dynamic data logging system. Moreover, the project 

provides a platform for further advancement with better reliability and various 

applications in diverse fields. 
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5.2 Recommendations 

In this section, recommendations will be made towards the Wireless Sensor 

Data Logger System. The recommendations are based on enhancement and 

improvement of the system besides reducing the mistakes that exists in the 

designed system. The recommendations for enhancement of the system will be 

beneficial especially when it deals with real applications. Thus, the 

recommendations are as below: 

• Implementing a recovery and security system that can accommodate the 

indus tries needs 

A security system should be implemented together with the data logger system 

in order to respond to fault occurrences and be able to offer warning alarms 

and immediate corrective actions to the devices. 

• Improving the wireless communication by using a more stable radio 

frequency module or other better modules 

The purpose of improving the wireless communication is to reduce or 

eliminate the garbage that is transferred to PC. A stabilized wireless link is 

required to make sure the correct data is transferred and sent to PC. 

• Implementing the time and date in the data logger design 

For more advanced and systematic applications, the time and date should be 

implemented in order to record the data for the time and date required. Initially, 

the design of data logger system is designed without the date and time because 

of time limitations. 
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PROGIUIM CODE 1 : MAIN CODE 

#include"C:\Users\Kakak\Desktop\LCDplusEEPROM\RHT_I2CSensor2\DigiPicco.h" 
#include "C:\Users\Kakak\Desktop\LCD plus EEPROM\RHT_I2CSensor2\LCD.C" 

#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include "I2C RHTSensor.h" 

#define EEPROM SDA PIN C4 
#define EEPROM SCL PIN C3 

#include "input.c" 
#include "24256ab.c" 

void Initialize() 
( 

setup_adc_ports(NO_ANALOGS); 
setup_adc(ADC_OFF); 
setup_psp(PSP_DISABLED); 
setup_spi(SPI_SS_DISABLED); 
setup_timer_O(RTCC_INTERNALIRTCC_DIV_256); 
setup_timer_l(Tl DISABLED); 
setup_timer_2(T2_DISABLED,0,1); 
setup_comparator(NC_NC_NC_NC); 
setup_vref(FALSE); 
lcd_init(); 
init_ext_eeprom(); 

void main() 
{ 

byte data,value,cmd; 
EEPROM ADDRESS address; 
Initialize(); 

printf("abczWelcome to standalone sensor data logging system*"); 

lcd_putc("\fRH & T Readings\n"); 
lcct_putc ("from oi.gil?icCQ,. "); 
delay_ms (200); 

Init_RHTSensor(); 

for(address~o;address <50;) 
{ 

Read_RHTSensor(); 

value ~ humH ; 
WRITE_EXT_EEPROM( address, value ) ; 
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address++ ; 
value ~ humL 
WRITE_EXT_EEPRQM( address, value ) ; 
addres-s++ ; 

delay_ms(25); 
l 

for(address~SO;address <100;) 
{ 

Read RHTSensor(); 

value = TempH ; 
WRITE_EXT_EEPROM( address, value); 
address++ ; 
value ~ TempL ; 
WRITE_EXT_EEPROM( address, value ); 
address++ ; 

delay_ms(25); 
} 

for(address~o;address <SO;address++) 
{ 

humH = READ _EXT_ EEPROM { address ) ; 
address++; 
humL ~ READ_EXT_EEPROM( address ); 

Humidity~ make32(0,0,humH,humL)*100/0x7FFF; 

printf ( "abcy%X*\r\n", Humidity) ; 
delay_ ms ( 200) ; 

for(address=SO;address <lOO;address++) 
{ 

} 

l 

TempH = READ_EXT_EEPROM( address ) ; 
address++; 
TempL = READ_EXT_EEPROM( address ) ; 
Temperature= make32(0,0,TempH,TempL)*l65/0x7FFF-40; 
printf ( "abcw%X*.\r\n", Temperature) ; 
delay_ms{200); 
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#include <16F877A.h> 
#device adc=B 
#FUSES NOWDT 
#FUSES HS 
#FUSES PUT 
#FUSES NOPROTECT 
#FUSES NODEBUG 
#FUSES NOBROWNOUT 
#FUSES NOLVP 
#FUSES NOCPD 
#FUSES NOWRT 

#use delay(clock=l2000000) 

//No Watch Dog Timer 
//High speed Osc 
//Power Up Timer 
//Code not protected from reading 
//No Debug mode for ICD 
//No brownout reset 
I /No low voltage prgming, B3 (PIC16.) 
//No EE protection 
//Program memory not writes protected 

#use rs232(baud=2400,xmit=PIN_C6,rcv=PIN C7) 
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PROGRAM CODE 2 : HlJMIDITY AND TEMPERATURE SENSOR SOURCE CODE 

#define RHTSensor SDA PIN C4 
#define RHTSensor SCL PIN C3 

#use i2c(master, sda~RHTSensor SDA, scl~RHTSensor_SCL) 

void init_RHTSensor() 

output_high (RHTSensor_SDAI; 
output_high(RHTSensor_SCL); 

BYTE HumL,HumH,TempL,TempH; 
int32 Humidity, Temperature; 

BYTE Read_RHTSensor() 
( //Returns degrees F (0-255) 

i2c_start(); 
i2c_write(OxF1); 
HumH~i2c_read(); 

HumL~i2c_read(); 

TempH~i2c_read(); 

TempL~i2c_read(0); 

i2c_stop(); 
printf(lcd_putc,"\fR.Humidity~%LU%%\n",Humidity); 

printf(lcd_putc,"Temperature~%Lu C\n",Temperature); 
return 0; 
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PROGRAM CODE 3:LCD CODING 

Ill/ 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
!Ill 
Ill! 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
Ill/ 
Ill/ 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
!Ill 
!Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
Ill! 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
!Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
Ill! 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
must 
/Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
/Ill 

LCD.C 

Driver for common LCD modules 

lcd_init() Must be called before any other function. 

lcd_putc(c) Will display c on the next position of the LCD. 

The following have special meaning~ 

\f Clear display 

\n Go to start of second line 

\b Move back one position 

lcd_gotoxy(x,y) Set write position on LCD (upper left is 1,1) 

lcd_getc(x,y) Returns character at position x,y on LCD 

CONFIGURATION 

The LCD can be configured in one of two ways: a.) port access or 

b.) pin access. Port access requires the entire 7 bit interface 

connected to one GPIO port, and the data bits (D4:D7 of the LCD) 

connected to sequential pins on the GPIO. Pin access 

has no requirements, ail 7 bits of the control interface can 

can be connected to any GPIO using several ports. 

To use port access, #define LCD DATA PORT to the SFR location of 

of the GPIO port that holds the interface, -AND- edit LCD PIN MAP 

of this file to configure the pin order. If you are using a 

baseline PIC (PCB), then LCD OUTPUT MAP and LCD INPUT MAP also 
/Ill 
be defined. 

Example of port access: 
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!Ill 
!Ill 
Ill! 
!Ill 
!Ill 
!Ill 
/Ill 
Ill! 
!Ill 
!Ill 
!Ill 
!Ill 
!Ill 
!Ill 
Ill! 
!Ill 
!Ill 

#define LCD DATA PORT getenv ( "SFR: PORTD") 

To use pin access, the following pins must be defined: 

LCD ENABLE PIN - -

LCD RS PIN 

LCD RW PIN 

LCD DATA4 

LCD DATA5 

I II I LCD DATA6 
!Ill 
(((( LCD DATA7 
!Ill 
/Ill 
!Ill 
///1 Example of pin access: 
!Ill 
(((( #define LCD ENABLE PIN PIN EO 
!Ill 
(((( #define LCD RS PIN PINEl 
!!!! 
II (I #define LCD RW PIN PIN E2 
!Ill 
/(/( #define LCD_DATA4 PIN D4 
/Ill 
//// #define LCD DATA5 PIN D5 
!Ill 
//// #define LCD DATA6 PIN D6 
/Ill 
I I I I #define LCD DATA7 PIN D7 
!Ill 
Ill! 
!Ill 
l!ll!!!!!!!l/!!!!!lll!l!/!l/!!!!l!l!ll!ll!!l!!!!!!!!//l!!ll/llll!!!!l!!/ 
/11!11/ 
I I I I (C) Copyright 1996,2009 Custom Computer Services 
!Ill 
////This source code may only be used by licensed users of the CCS C 
!Ill 
!Ill compiler" This source code may only be distributed to other 
!Ill 
/Ill licensed users of the CCS C compiler. No other use, reproduction 
1!11 
/Ill or distribution is permitted without written permission. 
!Ill 
(//!Derivative programs created using this software in object code 
Ill! 
/Ill form are not restricted in any way. 
!Ill 
!!!!!ll!ll!ll!!!!!!ll!lll!/!!!!!!!!!!l!!ll!!ll!!l!ll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Ill 
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II define the pinout. 

#define LCD ENABLE PIN PIN EO 
Ill/ 

#define LCD RS PIN PIN El 
#define LCD R>l PIN PIN-E2 

!Ill 
#define LCD DATA4 PIN D4 

Ill/ 
#define LCD DATAS PIN DS 

Ill/ 
#define LCD DATA6 PIN D6 

I II I 
#define LCD DATA7 PIN D7 

II this is to improve compatability With previous LCD drivers that 
accepted 

Ill 

II a define labeled 'use portb led' that configured the LCD onto port B. 
#if ((defined(use portb led)) && (u~e portb lcd~~TRUE)) 
#define LCD DATA-PORT getenv("SFR:PORTB") -

ilendif 

#if defined( PCB ) 
II these definitions only need to be modified for baseline PICs. 
II ali other PICs use LCD PIN MAP or individual LCD_xxx pin 

definitions. 
/* 
canst LCD PIN MAP LCD OUTPUT MAP 
canst LCD PIN MAP LCD INPUT MAP 

#endif 

EN, RS, 
{ 0' 0' 
{ 0' 0' 

////!/////!/////////// END CONFIGURATION 
/!!!ll!!l/!!!/l!////l!!////!l////// 

#ifndef LCD ENABLE PIN 
#define Ted output enable(x) lcdlat.enable~x 
#define lcd-enable-tris() lcdtris.enable~O 

#else - ~ 

RW, 
0, 
0, 

UNUSED, DATA * / 
0' 0); 
O, OxF); 

#define Jcd_outpu!:_ef!aloloe I><) output_]oj,t; (J:,C])_J;;NAJ3);;f:_!'HI, ><) 
#define lcd_enable_tris() output_drive(LCD_ENABLE_PIN) 

#endif 

#ifndef LCD RS PIN 
#define led output rs(x) lcdlat.rs~x 

#define lcd00:rs_tris() lcdtris.rs~d 
#else 

#define led output rs(x) output bit(LCD RS PIN, x) 
#define lcd00:rs tris() output_drive(LCD00:RS_PIN) 

#endif 

#ifndef LCD RW PIN 
#define led output rw(x) lcdlat.rw~x 
#define lcd00:rw_ tris () lcdtris. r~O 

#e1se 
#define lcd_output_rw(x) output_bit(LCD_RW PIN, x) 
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#define lcd_rw_tris() output_drive(LCD_RW_PIN) 
#end if 

II o,~gi~a1 ve,sio~ of th!s 1~b,ary ~~correct1y 1abe~ed ~CD DATAO as 
LCD DATA4, 
II LCD DATAl as LCD_DATA5, and so on. this block of code makes the 
driver-
// compatible with any code written for the original library 
#if (defined(LCD DATAO) && defined(LCD DATAl) && defined(LCD DATA2) && 
defined(LCD DATA}) && !defined(LCD DATA4) && !deiined(LCD DATA5) && 

defined(LCD-DATA6) && !defined(LCD-DATA'J)) -
#define ~LCD DATA4 LCD DATAO~ 
#define LCD-DATA5 LCD-DATAl 
#define LCD-DATA6 LCD-DATA2 
#define LCD-DATA7 LCD-DATA3 

#endif 

#ifndef LCD DATA4 
#ifndef LCD DATA PORT 

#if defined( PCB ) 
#define LCD DATA PORT 
#define set-tris-lcd(x) 

#else ~ ~ .. 
#if defined(PIN DO) 
#define LCD DATA PORT 

#else 
#define LCD DATA PORT 

#endif 
#endif 

#endif 

#if defined( __ PCB 
LCD PIN MAP led, lcdlat; 
#byEe lEd ~ LCD DATA PORT 
#byte lcdlat ~ LCD DATA PORT 

#elif defined( PCM T -

Ox06 //portb 
set tris_b(x) 

·~ 

getenv( "SFR: PORTO") 

getenv ( "SFR: PORTE") 

LCD PIN MAP-rcd,-rcdlat, lcdtris; 
#byte led ·~ LCD DATA PORT. . .... 
#byte lcdlat ~ LCD DATA PORT 
#byte lcdtris ~ LCD DATA PORT+OxBO 

#eli€ defined( PCH )- -
LCD PIN MAP-rcd,-rcdlat, lcdtris; 
#byte led ~ LCD DATA PORT 
#byte lcdlat ~ LCD DATA PORT+9 
#byte lcdtris ~ LCD DATA PORT+Ox12 

#elif defined ( PCD ) - -
LCD PIN MAPTcd, 1cdlat, lcdtris; 
#word led ~ LCD DATA PORT 
#worci iC:cilat~~Lcri riATA PORT+2 
#word lcdtris ~ LCD DATA PORT-0x02 

#endif 
#endif //LCD_DATA4 not defined 

#ifndef LCD TYPE 

//portd 

//portb 

#define LCD TYPE 2 II o~sx7, l~SxlO, 2~2 lines 
#endif ~ 

#ifndef LCD LINE TWO 
#define 1CD_LJNE_TWO Ox40 

#endif 
II LCD RAM address.for the second line 
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BYTE c6fist LCD INIT STRING(4) ~ {0x20 I (LCD TYPE << 2), Oxc, 1, 6}; 
- - II These bytes need to be sent to the LCD 

II to start it up. 

BYTE lcd_read_nibble(Void); 

BYTE lcd_read_byte(void) 
{ 

BYTE low,high; 

#if defined( PCB ) 
set tris lcd(LC::DINPUT MAP); 

#else - - -
#if (defined('LC::J:J J:lATM) && defined(LCD_J:lATA5) && defined(LCD_DATA6) && 

defined(LCD_DATA7)) 
output float(LCD DATA4); 
6liEplif-fl6at(LCD-DATA5); 
output -float (LCD-DATA6); 
output-float(LCD-DATA7); 

#else -
lcdtris.data ~ OxF; 

#endif 
#endif 

lcd_output_rw(l); 
delay"cycles I 1); 
lcd_output_enable(l); 
delay_cycles(l); 
high~ lcd_read_nibble(); 

lcd_output_enable(O); 
delay cycles(l); 
lcd_output_enable(l); 
delay ~us (1) ; 
low~ lcd=read=nibble(); 

lcd_output~enable(O); 

#if defined( PCB I 
set tris lcd(LCDINPUT_MAP); 

#else- " -

#tf lqefined(~CD_PATh4) ~& qefinedi~CD_DATA5) ~~ qe£ineqi1CP_PArA61 && 
defined(LCD_DATA7)) 

output drive (LCD DATA4); 
output~rive(LCD-DATA5); 
output-drive (LCD-DATA6); 
output-drive(LCD-DATA7); 

#else - -
lcdtris.data ~ OxO; 

#endif 
#endif 

,eturn( (h~gh<<4) I bow); 

BYTE lcd_read_nibble(void) 
{ 

#if (defined(LCD DATA4) && defined(LCD_DATA5) && defined(LCD_DATA6) && 
defined(LCD_DATA7)) 

BYTE n ~ OxOO; 
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/* Read the data port */ 
n )~ input(LCD_DATA4); 
n )~ input (LCD DATA5) << 1; 
n 1~ input(LCD-DATA6) « 2; 
n 1~ input(LCD:::DATA7) « 3; 

return (n); 
#else 
return(lcd.data); 

#endif 

void lcd_send_nibble(BYTE n) 
{ 

#if (defined(LCD_DATA4) && defined(LCD_DATA5) && defined(LCD_DATA6) && 
defined(LCD DATA7)) 

---- l* wrii:e~to- the data port *I 
output bit (LCD DATA4, bit test (n, 0)); 
output-bit(LCD-DATA5, bit-test(n, 1)); 
output-bit(LCD-DATA6 1 bit-test(n 1 2))1 
output-bit(LCD-DATA7, bit:::test(n, 3)); 

#else - -
lcdlat.data ~ n; 

#endif 

delay_cycles(l); 
1cxi oe~tput erwl:J1e ( U; 
delay us (2); 
led_output_enable(O); 

void led send_byte(BYTE address, BYTE n) 

led output rs(O); 
while ( bi i: test ( lcd_read_byte (), 7) 
led-output rs(address); -
delay_cyoles(ll; 
led output rw(O); 
delay cycles ( l) 1 
led output enable(O); 
led-send nibble(n >> 4); 
lcd:::send:::nibble(n & Oxf); 

void led_init(void) 
{ 

BYTE i; 

#if defined( PCB ) 
Set Uis ldd(LCDOUTPUT MAP); 

#else- - - -
#if (defined(LCD DATA4) && defined(LCD_DATA5) && defined(LCD_DATA6) && 

defined (LCDDATA7)) 
output drive(LCD DATA4); 
output:::drive(LCD:::DATA5); 
output~drive(LCD~DATA6); 
outpe~t~d!ive(LCD~D~TA7); 

#else 
lcdtris.data = OxO; 

#endif 
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led enal5le triS (); 
led-rs tris () ; 
lcd~rw~tris(); 

#endif -

led output rs(O); 
lcd~output-rw(O); 
lcd=output-enable(O); 

delay ms(15); 
for{i~l;i<~3;++i) 
{ 

led send nibble{3); 
delay_ms(5); 

led send nibble{2); 
for(i=O;i<=3;+ti) 

lcd_serid_byte (O,LCD_INIT_STRING[i]); 

void lcd~gotoxy{BYTE x, BYTE y) 

BYTE address; 

if{y!~l) 

address~LCD_LINE~TWO; 

else 
address=O; 

address+=x-1; 
lcd_send_byte(O,Ox801address); 

void lcd_putc(char c) 

switch (c) 
{ 

case '\f' 

case '\n' 

led send byte(O,l); 
delay_ms(2); 
break; 

lcd_gotoxy(1,2); break; 

case '\b' led send_byte(O,OxlO); break; 

default lcd_send_byte{l,c); break; 

char lcd_getc(BYTE X, BYTE y) 
{ 

char value; 

led gotoxy(x,y); 
wlHie (bit Eest(ltd read_byte(),7) ); II wait untili5Usy flag is low 
led output rs(l); -
value~ led read byte(); 
lcd_output rs ( 0); . 
retUrn(vallle); 
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PROGRAM CODE 4! EXTERNAL EEPROM OUTPUT PROGRAMMING TEST 

/lf//////lffll/f/f////////lf/lf/ffl//////////////////!fllllllll////////// 
II Author : Noorshafrina 
II Organization: UTP 
II Date : Thursday 21st October 2010 
II Purpose: To READ and WRITE to serial EEPROM 24LC256 using I2C 
interface 
//////////l!/l!///////////////l!/////////////l/lll/////////l///l///!lll/1 
/* By default the compiler treats SHORT as one bit, INT as 8 bits and 
LONG as 

16 bits. The traditional C convention is to have INT defined as the 
most 

efficient size for the target processor. This is why it is 8 bits on 
the PIC. 

In order to help with code compatibility a new directive has been added 
that 

will allow these types to be changed. #TYPE can redefine these 
keywords. 

For example: 
#TYPE SHORT=8, INT=16, LONG=32 

Note that the commas are optional. Since #TYPE may render some sizes 
inaccessible (like a one bit int in the above) four new keywords have 
been added to represent the four ints: INTl, INT8, INT16 and INT32. 
Be warned CCS example programs and include files may not work right if 
you use #TYPE in your program.*/ 

//#char port_a Ox05 
//#char port_b Ox06 
//#char port c Ox07 
#include <16F877A.h> 
#device adc=8 
#FUSES NOWDT //No Watch Dog Timer 
#FUSES HS //High speed Osc (> 4mhz for PCM/PCH) 
(>10mhz for PCD) 
#FUSES PUT 
#FUSES NO PROTECT 
#FUSES NO DEBUG 
#FUSES NOBROWNOUT 
#FUSES NOLVP 
B5(PIC18) used for I/O 
#J"USES NOCPD 

//Power Up Timer 
//Code not protected from reading 
//No Debug mode for ICD 
//No brownout reset 
//No low voltage prgming, B3 (PIC16) 

//No EE protection 
#FUSES NOWRT //Program memory not write protected 

#use delay(clock=12000000) 
#use rs232(baud=38400, xmit=PIN_C6,rcv=PIN C7) 
#include "C:\Users\Kakak\Desktop\RHT_I2CSensorl\LCD.C" 

#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#define EEPROM SDA PIN C4 
#define EEPROM SCL PIN C3 
#include "input.c" 
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#include "24256ab.c" 

void Initialize() 
( 

setup adc ports(NO_ANALOGS); 
setup_adc(ADC_OFF); 
setup_psp(PSP_DISABLED); 
setup_spi(SPI SS_DISABLED); 
setup_timer_O(RTCC_INTERNAL(RTCC_DIV 256); 
setup_timer_l(Tl_DISABLED); 
setup_timer_2(T2_DISABLED,O,l); 
setup_comparator(NC_NC_NC_NC); 
setup_vref(FALSE); 

II SET_TRIS_A(2); //configure portal as input and aO as output 

void main() ( 

BYTE value, cmd; 
EEPROM ADDRESS address; 
Initialize () ; 
printf("\r\nWelcome and Hye Noorshafrina\r\n"); 

do 
do 

printf("\r\nRead or Write: "); 
cmd=getc(); 
cmd=toupper(cmd); 
putc(cmdj; 

while ( (cmd!='R') && (cmd!='W') ); 

printf("\n\rLocation: "); 

#if sizeof(EEPROM_ADDRESS)==l 
address= gethex(); 

#else 
#if EEPROM SIZE>Oxfff 

address= gethex(); 
#else 

address= gethexl(); 
#endif 

address= (address<<8)+gethex(); 
#endif 

if(cmd=='R') 
printf("\r\nValue: %X\r\n",READ_EXT_EEPROM( address ) ); 

if(cmd=='W') ( 
printf ( "\r\nNew value: "); 
value = gethex(); 
printf("\n\r"); 
WRITE_EXT_EEPROM( address, value ); 

}} while (TRUE);) 
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PROGRAM CODE 5: LIBRARY FOR 24LC256 SERIAL EEPROM 

lllllllllllllll/lll/lllll!llll//lllllllll/llllllllllllllllllll/l/ll/lllll 
II 
/Ill Library for a 24LC256 serial EEPROM 
!Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill init ext eeprom(); Call before the other functions are used 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill write~ext~eeprom(a, d); Write the byte d to the address a 
/Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
Ill/ d read~ext~eeprom(a); Read the byte d from the address a 
/Ill 
/Ill 
Ill/ 
/Ill The main program may define eeprom~sda 
Ill/ 
1/1/ and eeprom~scl to override the defaults below. 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/Ill 
/ll/l//l/l///lllllllll/l//llllll/l//lll/ll/lllll/1/llll//lll//lll/ll/1!1/ 
II 
Ill! (C) Copyright 1~96,2003 Custom Computer Services 
/Ill 
/Ill This source code may only be used by licensed users of the CCS C 
II// 
/Ill compiler. This source code may only be distributed to other 
II/I 
/Ill licensed users of the CCS C compiler. No other use, reproduction 
/Ill 
/Ill or distribution is permitted without written permission. 
Ill/ 
Ill/ Derivative programs created using this software in object code 
Ill/ 
/Ill form are not restricted in any way. 
Ill/ 
lllllll/l/lllllllllll/llll/l!ll/llll/l!/l!ll/lllllllll/llll/lllllllll/lll 
II 

#ifndef EEPROM SDA 

#define EEPROM SDA PIN C4 
#define EEPROM SCL PIN C3 

#endif 
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#use i2c(master, sda~EEPROM_SDA, scl~EEPROM_SCL) 

#define EEPROM_ADDRESS long int 
#define EEPROM SIZE 32768 

void init_ext_eeprom() 
{ 

output_float(EEPROM_SCL); 
output_float(EEPROM_SDA); 

void write_ext_eeprom(long int address, BYTE data) 
{ 

short int status; 
i2c_start(); 
i2c_write(Oxa2);//aO~l 

i2c_write(address>>8); 
i2c_write(address); 
i2c_write(data); 
i2c_seop(); 
i2c_start(); 
status~i2c_write(Oxa2); 

while(status~~l) 

{ 

i2c_start(); 
status~i2c_write(Oxa2); 

) 

i2c_stop(); 

BYTE read_ext_eeprom(long int address) { 
BYTE data; 
i2c_start(); 
i2c_write(Oxa2);//a0~1 

i2c_write(address>>8); 
i2c_write(address); 
i2c_start(); 
i2c_write(Oxa3); 
data~i2c_read(O); 

i2c_stop(); 
return(data); 
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PROGRAM CODE 6 : CODE OF INPUT RECEIVED BY USER 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II 
/Ill (C) Copyright 1996,2003 Custom Computer Services 
Ill/ 
/Ill This source code may only be used by licensed users of the CCS C 
Ill/ 
/Ill compiler. This source code may only be distributed to other 
/Ill 
/Ill licensed users of the CCS C compiler. No other use, reproduction 
Ill/ 
/Ill or distribution is permitted without written permission. 
Ill/ 
/Ill Derivative programs created using this software in object code 
/Ill 
/Ill form are not restricted in any way. 
Ill/ 
l////l/lll/llllll//ll/ll/l!/l////l/////////l////////////////////////////l 
II 

#include <ctype.h> 

BYTE gethexl () 
char digit; 

digit= getc(); 

putc (digit) ; 

if(digit<=' 9') 
return(digit-'0'); 

else 
return( (toupper(digit)-'A')+lO); 

BYTE gethex() { 
unsigned int8 lo,hi; 

hi= gethexl(); 
l.o = g<C>thexl(); 
if(lo==Oxdd) 

return(hi); 
else 

return( hi*16+lo ); 

void get_string(char* s, unsigned int8 max) { 
unsigned int8 len; 
char c; 

--max; 
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len=O; 
do { 

c=getc(); 
lf(c==S) { II Backspace 

if (len>O) { 
len--; 
putc(c); 
putc (' '); 
putc(c); 

else if ( (c>=' ')&&(C<='~')) 

if (len<=max) { 
s[len++]=c; 
putc(c); 

while(c!=l3); 
s[len]=O; 

II stdlib.h is required for the ato conversions 
II in the following functions 
#ifdef STDLIB 
#if !defined( PCD 
signed ints get_int () 

char s[5]; 
signed intB i; 

get_string(s, 5); 

i=atoi(s); 
return (i); 

#endif 

#if defined( PCD 
signed int16 get int() 

char s[5]; 
signed intl6 i; 

get string(s, 7); 

i=atoi(s); 
return(i); 

#endif 

#if !defined( PCD 
signed intl6 get_long() 

char s [7] ; 
signed intl6 l; 

get string(s, 7); 
l=atol(s); 
return (1); 
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#endif 

#if defined( PCD 
signed int32 get_long() 

char s[7]; 
signed int32 1; 

get_string(s, 10); 
l~atoi32(s); 

return(l); 

#endif 

float get_float() 
char s[20]; 
float f; 

} 

get stting(s, 20); 
f ~ atof(s); 
return (f); 

#endif 
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PROGRAM CODE 7: GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOURCE CODE 

st_serialolg.cpp irtLplernentation file 

te: Jan27th 2011 
st Serial Communication 

Ude "StdCi.fX.h" 
ude "test serial.h" 
llde "test-serialDlg.h11 

de WM POSTMESSAGE 1029 
f DEBUG 
ne new DEBUG NEW 
f THIS FILE 
~ char-THIS_ FILE [] FILE 
f 

hwnd 
bTe.trninateThread flag 
JNFIG cc; 
~rtDCB; 

IMEOUTS to; 
ROP cp; 
~ hComm, hThread; 
R lpszCommName = "COMl"; 
Duff [200] ~"0"; 

~flag~o : 
:::ount =0 
*ptr ; 

hread *m receive thread ; 
receive thread (LPVOID pThreadParam) 
Read_data (void); 
send char(BYTE inbuff); 
"\Scii2hex( char temp, char *hex data); 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
boutDlg dialog used for App About 

CAbOUEDlg : public CDia1og 

'\boutDlg () ; 

:uog oata 
I{{AFX DATA(CAboutD1g) 
oum ( IDD ~ IDD ABOUTBOX ); 
() )AFX DATA 

I Classwizard generated virtual function overrides 
/{(AFX VIRTUAL(CAboutD1g) 
rotectect: 
Lrtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pOX); 
/) )AFX_VIRTUAL 

~lementation 
:::ted: 
/{{AFX MSG(CAb6utD1g) 
I) )AFX::MSG 
,CLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 
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tDlg: :CAboutDlg (I : CDialog (CAboutDlg:: IDDI 

/{{AFX DATA INIT(CAboutDlgl 
/))AFX=DATA=INIT 

:AboutDlg::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pOX) 

Dialog:: DoDataExchange (pDXI: 
/{{AFX DATA MAP(CAboutDlg) 
/) )AFX=DATA=MAP 

MESSAGE MAP(CAboutDlg, CDialogl 
/{{AFX MSG MAP (CAboutDlgl 

II No message handlers 
/) )AFX_MSG_MAP 
ESSAGE _MAP () 

!//!!l/!//!/!!l//!!l////l///////l/l////1!////l/1!////////!!l//////////// 
est_serialDlg dialog 

serialDlg::cTest serialDlg(cwnd* pParent /*=NULL*/) 
-CDialog(CTest_serialDlg::IDD, pParentl 

/{{AFX_DATA_INIT{CTest serialDlg) 
datarx=:.= T(""); 
rx message-= T(""); 

-data rx2 = T(""); 
/))AFX DATA INIT 
I Note-that-Loadrcon does not require a subsequent oestroyrcon in Wifi32 
_hicon ~ AfxGetApp()->Loadicon(IDR_MAINFRAME); 

CTest serialDlg::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX) 

Dialog::DoDataExchange(pDX); 
/{{AFX DATA MAP(CTest serialDlgl 
DX Text (pDX-;- IDC EDIT-DATA RX, m data rxl; 
DV=MaxChars(pDX,-m_data_rx~ 20);- -
DX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDIT_RX_MESSAGE, rn_rx_rnessage); 
DX Text(pDX, IDC EDIT DATA RX2, m data rx21; 
/l}AFX DATA_MAP- - - - -

MESSAGE MAP(CTest serialDlg, CDialog) 
/{{AFX_MSG_MAP(CTe~t_serialDlgl 
N_WM_SYSCOMMAND(I 
N_WM_PAINT (I 
N WM QUERYDRAGICON(I 
N-BN-CLICKED(IDC BUTTON OPEN COM, OnButtonOpenComl 
N=BN=CLICKED(IDC=BUTTON=CLOSE_COM, OnButtonCloseComl 
N_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON_TEST, OnButtonTest) 
N MESSAGE(WM POSTMESSAGE,OnPostMessage) 
N-BN CLICKED(IDC BUTTON HUMIDITY, OnButtonHumidityl 
N-BN-CLICKED(IDC-BUTTON-TEMP, OnButtonTempl 
/})AFX_MSG_MAP - -
ESSAGE _MAP ( I 

1!/1/!!/l!//////ll/l!/////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
est serialDlg rne:ssage handlers 

CTest_serialDlg::OninitDialog(} 

Dialog::OninitDialog(l; 
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Add "About ... " menu i tern to system menu. 

IDM ABOUTBOX must be in the 
3SERT((IDM ABOUTBOX & OxFFFO) 
3SERT(IDM_ABOUTBOX < OxFOOO); 

system command range. 
I DM _ ABOUTBOX) ; 

1enu* pSysMenu = GetSystemMenu(FALSE); 
f (pSysMenu !~ NULL) 

CString strAboutMenu; 
strAboutMenu.LoadString(IDS ABOUTBOX); 
if (!strAboutMenu.IsEmpty()) 
{ 

pSysMenu~>AppendMenu(MF SEPARATOR); 
pSysMenu->AppendMenu(MF=STRING, IDM_ABOUTBOX, strAboutMenu); 

I Set the icon for this dialog. The framework does this automatically 
I when the application's main window is not a dialog 
~trcon(m hicon, TRUE); 1 I set Dig icon 
:!:tl'con(m=hicon, FALSE); I I Set small icon 

I TODO: Add extra initialization here 
serial flag= o : II to indicate serial carom not open yet 

dnct = GetsafeHwnd {) ; I I u:se thi'S handle when I call class function from global function 

~turn TRUE; ;; return TRUE unless you set the focus to a control 

:Test_serialDlg::OnSysComrnand(UINT niD, LPARAM lParam} 

f ((niD & OxFFFO) ~~ IDM_ABOUTBOX) 

lse 

CAboutDlg dlgAbout; 
dlgAbout.DoModal(); 

CDialog: :onsyscorrunand(niD, lParam): 

you add a minimize button to your dialog, you will need the code below 
o draw the icon. For MFC applications using the document/view model, 
his is automatically done for you by the framework. 

CTest serialDlg::DnPaint() 

f (Isiconic I)) 

CPaintDC dc(this); //device context for painting 

SendMessage(WM_ICONERASEBKGND, (WPARAM) dc.GetSafeHdc(), 0); 

;; center icon in client rectangle 
int cxicon -:= GetsysteroMetrics (SM_CXICON}; 
int cyicon = GetSystemMetrics(SM_CYICON}; 
CRect rect; 
GetClientRect(&rect); 
int x (rect.Width() - cxicon + 1) I 2; 
int y ~ (rect.Height() - cyicon + 1) I 2; 
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lse 

II oraw the icon 
dc.Drawicon(x, y, m~hicon); 

CDialog::OnPaint(); 

~ system callS thiS to obtain the cursor to display while the user drags 
~e minimized window. 
)R CTest serialDlg::OnQueryDragicon() 

"turn (HCURSOR) m hicon; 

:Test~serialDlg::OnButtonOpenCom() 

I TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
k open COM port #1 for reading and writing *I 

E (m _serial flag) 

MessageBox("comm port already open") 
return 

f ((hComm~CreateFile (lpszCommName, GENERIC_READIGENERIC_WRITE, 
NULL, OPEN_EXISTING, 0, NULL)) ~~ INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE) 

I* handle error *I 
AfxMessageBox ("Error opening COM port"); 
exit (1) ; 
I* end if (error creating read thread) *I 

etCommState (hComm, &PortDCB); //Setting Port 

ortDCB.BaudRate ~ 2400; 
ortDCB.fBinary = TRUE; 
ortDCB.fParity = TRUE; 
ortDCB.fOutxCtsFlow = FALSE; 
ortDCB.fOutxDsrFlow ~ FALSE; 
ortDCB.fDtrControl ~ DTR CONTROL ENABLE; 

ortDCB.fDsrSensitivity = FALSE; 
ortDCB.fTXContinueonxoff = FALSE; 
ortDCB.fOutX = FALSE; 
ortDCB.finX = FALSE; 
ortDCB.fErrorChar = FALSE; 
ortDCB.fRtsControl ~ RTS CONTROL DISABLE; 

ortDCB.fAbortOnError = FALSE; 

ortDCB.ByteSize = 8; 
ortDCB.Parity = NOPARITY; 
ortDCB.StopBits ~ ONESTOPBIT; 

f (!Setcommstate (hComm, &PortDCB)) 

AfxMessageBox ("Unable to configure the serial port"); 
exit I 1) ; 

//////////////////////l/1/ll!ll//////////////////////// 
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~ the next four lines set the total timeout interval */ 
i((//lll!!lll!l/1!/lll//1//llllllllllllllllllll!lll/!ll 
lmemset(&to, 0, sizeof(to) ) ; 
lto.ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 5 
).ReactrntervalTimeout = 30 ; 
ltc.ReadintervalTiineout ~ MAXDWORD 
ISetCommTimeouts(hComm,&to) ; 

1rgeCbmm ( hCornm, PURGE_ RXCLEAR) 

_serial flag = 1 ; 

?VOID pThreadParam = NULL ; 
CerminateThread flag = FALSE 
receive thread-~ ::AfxBeginThread(receive thread, pThreadParam,THREAD_PRIORITY_NORMAL,O,O,NU 
-II to irlitiate thread for serial port funCtion 
lbTerminateThread flag FALSE 
I enable timer -
ISetTimer(l,lO,NULL) ; 

:!tDlgitemText(IDC STATIC_READSTATUS,"comm opened and thread started !! 11
); 

:Test serialDlg::OnButtonCloseCom() 

1 Tooo: Add your control notification handler code here 
1ar str[20] 

f(m_serial flag~~o) 

Lse 

MessageBox("com port not open") 

bTerminateThread flag~TRUE 
Sleep (300) ; -

//CloseHandle(hComm) 
sprintf ( str, "Thread Ends· ! ! ! ") ; 
//MessageB'ox ("com p·ort closed") ; 
SetDlgitemText(IDC_STATIC_READSTATUS,str); 
m_serial flag = 0 ; 

:Test_ serialDlg: : onButtonTest () 

I TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
L message []={"Hello apakhabar\0"}; 

3.ta rx = message ; 
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r' message [ 1 {"xdaxxx%###ahafl23456*\0"J 

odateData (FALSE) 

:Test_ serialDlg: : OnPostMessage 1 1 

har data_char ; 
har temp buff[40] ; 
osigned Int data_long 

nt temp : 

/MessageBox("masukkkkk") 

f{buff[O]~'z'l 

m_rx_message &buff[l] 

lSe if(bUff[O]~~'y'l 

lim data rx +~ &buff[l] 
1/m.::::data.::::rx += "\r\n" ; 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Ascii2hex(buff[l] , &data char I ; 
data_long = data_char << 4 ; 

Ascii2hex(buff[2J , &data char 1 : 
data long = data_long 1 ctata_char 

data long = data long << 4 ; 
Ascii2hex(buff[3J, &data char 1: 
data_long = data_long I ctata char 

data long = data long << 4 ; 
Ascii2hex (bUff [ 4 r ' &data char I: 
data long = data long l ct'8:ta char ; 
11117111111111117111111111117111111111 

data_long ~ (data_long • 1001 I Ox7FFF 

sprintf(temp buff,"%lu\n",data long) ; 
I lprintf (temp_buffl ; -

//printf("hex value= %x integer value %d\n",data_long,data_long) 
m data rx += temp buff 
m-data-tx += "\r\h" ; 

'lse if(buff[O]~~'w' I 
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ASCii2hex(bUff[l] , &data_char 
data_long = data_char << 4 ; 

Ascii2hex(buff[2] , &data char I ; 
data _long - data _long ! ctata _char· 

data long data long << 4 ; 
Ascii2hex(buff[3}, &data_char ); 
d~ta_long = data_long 1 data_char 

data long = data long << 4 ; 
Ascii2hex(buff[4J, &data char I; 
data long = data long ! ctata char ; 
11117111111111117111111111117111111111 

data_long ~ ((data_long * 1651 IOx7FFF 1 -40; 

sprintf(ternp l5Uff,"%lu\n",data long) 
llprintf (temp_buffl ; -

//printf("hex value= %x integer value %d\n",data long,data_long) 
m data rx2 +~ temp buff 
m data rx2 += 11 \r\il" ; 

lim data rx2 +~ &buff[l] 
//m=:data=:rx2 += "\r\n" ; 

odateData(FALSE) 

receive_thread(LPVOID pThreadParaml 

'{TE inbuff; 
iiORD nBytesRead; 

/AfxMessageBox ("Thread starts 11
); 

1ile(bTerminateThread_flag==FALSE) 

Read_data(l; 

/AfxMessageBox {11 Thread ends"); 
ExEndThread(OI 
::!turn 0 ; 

'<ead_data(voidl 

fTE inbuff; 
NORD nBytesRead; 
String m data 
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it i; 

detect "abc" sequence before transferring into buffer, 
the character '*' is used as the data terminator 
this way garbage data read from serial port will be ignored 
This is especially true for transmitting data using the RF channel 

0; 

if(bTerminateThread_flag 
return ; 

TRUE) 

if(!ReadFile(hCorttttJ.,&inbuff,l,&n.BytesRead,NULL)) // Readfile is a function to read from se.t 
)rt 

j 

AfxMessageBox ("Error"); return 

while(inbuff!='a'); 

if(bTerminateThread_flag ~~ TRUE) 
return ; 

if(!ReadFile(hComrn,&inbuff,l,&nBytesRead,NULL)) 
( 

AfxMessageBox ("Error");return; 

while(inbuff!='b'); 

if(bTerminateThread_flag == TRUE) 
return ; 

if(!RectdFile(hComm,&inbuff,l,&nBytesRead,NULL)) 
( 

AfxMessageBox ("Error");return; 
} 

while(inbuff!~'c'); 

if(bTerminateThread flag 
return ; 

TRUE) 

if(!ReadFile(hCdmm,&inbuff,l,&nBytesRead,NULL)) 
{ 

AfxMessageBox ("Error"); 

if(inbuff !='*') 
buff[i++]~inbuff; 

while(inbuff!='*'); 

lff[i++] = '\rt' ; 
1ff[i] ~ 0 ; II null terminated 
1str.Format("%s",buff); 
lfor(int z~O; z<20;z++) buff[z]~O; 

/flag barcode = O; 
lm data ~ buff ; 
IAfxMessageBox (m data); 
JstMessage(hwnd,WM_POSTMESSAGE,O,O) II a way to call class function from global function 
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f(gflag==O) II ensure open only once 
ptr £open ("data_ from_ remote. csv", "w") 

flag= 1 ; II set flag to idicate file has been opened 
~rintf(ptr,"%S,\h'',&bliff[lJJ 

/fprintf{ptr,"test\n,") ; 
:ount++ ; 
f(gcount==50} II if 50 location reached close the file and reset gflag 

II here we assume the PIC only send 100 data only ( hrnidity +temperature) 
fclose (ptr) ; 
gflag 0 
gcount=O 

lgcount++ ; 

I((CTest serialDlg *)AfxGetMainWnd())->OnPostMessage() 

lend_char(BYTE inbuff) 

'lORD nBytesRead; 

c(!WriteFile(hComm,&inbuff,l,&nBytesRead,NULL)) 

AfxMessageBox ("Error"); 

:Test serialDlg::OnButtonHumidity() 

I TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
~nd_char( 'H'} 

:Test_serialDlg::OnButtonTemp() 

I TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
~nd_char( 'T') 

\scii2hex( char tE'!mp, char * hex._data) 

( (temp <~ Ox39) && (temp >~Ox30) ) 

*hex_data = temp & Oxf ; 
if (temp >~ Ox41) 
{ 

*hex data *hex data + 9 

return 0 

I I ( (temp <~ Ox46) && (temp >~Ox41) ) 
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Comment Description Designator Footprint Lib Ref Quantity 

E!attery Multicell Battery BT1 BAT-2 Battery 1 

1'-'1, u2, C3, <A. c;S, 
Cap Capacrtor C6 RAD-0.3 Cap 6 

1 Amp (;ener~l 
Diode 1 N4002 Purpose Rectifier 01 DI01'0.46-S.3x2.8 Diode 1 N4002 1 

Header5 Header, 5-Pin DEBUG HDR1X5 Header6 1 

Header16 Header, 16-Pin P1C HDR1X16 Header16 1 

Sensor Header, S-Pin P2C HDR1X5 HeaderS 1 

Transmiter Header, 4-Pin P3C HDR1X4 Header4 1 

Header3 Header, 3-Pin P4C HDR1X3 Header3 1 

Res1 Resistor R1, R2, R3 AXIAL-0.3 Res1 3 

SW-PB Switch S1 SPST-2 SW-PB 1 

PIC16F877A U1 DIP40 PIC16F877A 1 

EEPROM 24LC2S6 U2 DIPS EEPROM 24LC2S6 1 

XTAL Crystal Oscillator Y1 BCY -W2/D3. 1 XTAL 1 
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Comment Description Designator Footprint UbRef Quantity 

Battery Multicell Battery BT1 BAT-2 Battery 1 

Cap Capacitor C1, C2, C3 RAD-0.3 Ca_P_ 3 - . -· ··- - -·· -···-··- ··-··---

Cap2 Capacitor C4, C5, CS, C7 CAPR5-4X5 Cap2 4 

Header4 Header, 4-Pin P1C HDR1X4 Header4 1 

Header 3 Header, 3-Pin P2C HDR1X3 Header3 1 

MAX232 U3 
' 

DIP16 MAX232 1 

' 
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UMIDITY 

DigiPicco ™ Basic 12C 
Capacitive Humidity Module 
Digital (12C) 

Product 

Within the markets Measurement, HVAC, Building and Control, and Home ApplianceS/White Goods, humidity 
modules are required which are capable to translate the signals of the robust 1ST humidity sensors into commonly 

used standards and provide a calibrated sensor signaL Contrary to existing humidity modules or fully integrated 
solutions the DigiPicco series uniftes advantages of both worlds, avoiding their disadvantages: The high precision 
measurement of humidity with discrete sensors (high stability due to wide active sensor area) combined with 
calibrated and linearized output signal and fully digital output of both humidity and temperature. 

Advantages 

• Excellent response time 
• Calibration free 
• Ready to use 
• Precise humidity measurement 
• Drift stable thanks to wide sensor area 
• Wrth temperature sensor PT1000 
• Smallest dimensions 
• Mechanical robust and easy to integrate 
• Calibrated humidity and temperatures signal 

on one single bus. 

• RoHs conform 

Technical data 

Sensor Type: 
Measurement principle: 
Mechanical dimensions: 
Humidity measurement range: 

operating temperature range: 
Supply voltage: 
Current consumption: 
Output signal; 
Temperature sensor: 

Storage temperature: 
Accuracy: 

Response lime T .,: 
Output terminals: 

P14SMD 

Capacitive humidity sensor 
W=10 x L=47 x T=2.8mm 
0 ... 100% RH 
(max. dew point= 85 deg C) 
-25 ... +85degc 
5 Volts OC 
<3mA 

OxO ... Ox7FFF (0 ... 100% RH), OxO ... Ox7FFF {-40 .... +125 deg C) 
PT1000 
-40 ... +100 deg C I at max. 95% RH non condensing 
< ±3 %RH (15 ... 85% RH@ 23 deg C) 
< ±0.5 deg C (-25 ... +85 deg C) 
< 5 sec 
Soldering pads for VCC, clock and data (t'C), GND 

OINOVAMSENOOATEt!WIIlOOY 
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IUMIDITY 

DigiPicco TM Basic 12C 
Capacitive Humidity Module 
Digital (12C) 

Terminal Pinout 

W1 Reserved 
W2 Reserved Rear Side Connector 
W3 Clock SCL (I'C) 

W4 Data SDA (12C) 

W5 Reserved Component Side 
W6 Reserved 

W7 SignaiGND 

W6 GND 

W9 Reserved 
W10 Vee+ 

Description l'c 
First of all the external microcontroller (master) sends the start condttion to the slave (DigiPicco). Then the master 

transmits the standard 7 Bit address (Ox78) or a factory customizable address. The eight bit (LSB) detennines the 

direction of data flow and has to be set during this operation. Following, the slave (DigiPicco) acknowledges the 
receipt of data wilh the acknowledge condition (SDA kept low during a posttive clock cycle). After that, the slave 

(DigiPicco) outputs the data values. After each data byte the master has to acknowledge the receipt of the data 
values by the acknowledge condition, except before the stop condition has been sent by the master itself. 

The humidity and the temperature values exist of two bytes each. The first two bytes are the humidity values and 
the second two bytes are the temperature values, 15 bft each. This sequence is repeated indefinttely until the stop 

condition has been sent (also refer to diagram below). 

Start Condition: 
SDA changes from high to low during SCL is in high condnion. 

Stop Condition: 
SDA changes from low to high during SCL is in high condition. 

SDA -- --f\l c= = ==----'-----+~~_/-~ : ~~------L---- : 
SDA 

i ': \~ _ __Jr---~ ;r--1---T\--
L_~J ~ . ~------' L_F_:__! 

SCL 

START ct>ntMion 

Start~ und Stop Condition 

l &srt l sla"' I RlN I I 1sl I I 2nd I condition address 1 A data byte A data byle ! 
... nth I .. op I 

A data byte condition 

Ty-pical read operation timing sequence 

~ 
-~ 

llmlll/A"""-TWfOilWG1f 

< ···.- ... ·. ;;. •, 
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UMIDITY 

DigiPicco TM Basic 12C 
Capacitive Humidity Module 
Digital (12C) 

Slave-address: 
SCL clock-frequency: 

Bus free time between start- and stop 
condition t12c_sF: 

Hold delay start condition t12c_HD-STA: 

Setup time start condition l12c_su_srA: 

Setup time stop condition t12e_su_sro: 

Data hold time (trigger-data) t12c_HD_DAT: 

Data setup time t12c_su_oAr: 

Low period SDAJSCL t12c_L: 

High period SDA/SCL t12c_H: 

Input-high-level: 

Input-low-level: 

External pull- up resistor: 
Maximum load capacitance: 

SCL \ j 

Ox78 or factory definable customer specific address 
Max. 400kHz 

Min. 1.3~5 

Min. 0.6~5 

Min. 0.6~s 

Min. 0.6~s 

O~s 

Min. 0.1~s 

Min. 1.3~s 

Min. 0.6~s 

2.4 ... 3V 

0.0 ... 0.6V 

Min. 2k0 

Max. 2nF 

\ I \ j 
I 

I11G_SIJ_STA l112C HU_'":>TA n1zc su_DArl i ! ,._..., 
SDA y \ A ~ 

!,. k-c H .,, iji::C L I 

\ 
I I y SCL j ! \ 

I 
t112C_SU_STO l bc_HO_ST!\ i I 

' ; 

SDA ~ y \ A X 
! t12e_BF ! 

General t1ming diagram 

~ 
j f12C_HD_Dil.T 

~t 

\ 

'C 

• IOIIIO>Oil\l!'sm51111TEQINOI.IJGW jgQj 
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Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices: 

Microchip products meet the specification contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet. 

Microchip believes that fts family of products is one of the most secure families of its kind on the market today, when used in the 
intended. manner and .under normal conditions. 

There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods used to breach the code protection feature. All of these methods, to our 
knowledge, require using the Microchip products in a manner-outside the operating specifications contained in Microchip's Data 
Sheets. Most likely, the person doing so is engaged in theft of intellectual property. 

Microchip is willing to work with the customer who is concerned about the integrity of their code. 

Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of their code. Code protection does not 
mean that we are guaranteeing the product as "unbreakable." 

Code protection is constantly evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the code protection features of our 
products. Attempts to break microchip's code protection feature may be a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. If such acts 
allow unauthorized access to your software or other copyrighted work, you may have a right to sue for relief under that Act. 

Information contained in this publication regarding device 
applications and the like is intended through suggestion only 
and may be superseded by updates. It is your responsibility to 
ensure that your application meets with your specifications. 
No representation or warranty is given and no liability is 
assumed by Microchip Technology Incorporated with respect 
to the accuracy or use of such information, or infringement of 
patenls or other intellectual property rii;Jhls arising from such 
use or otherwise. Use of Microchip's products as critical 
components in life support systems is not authorized except 
with express written approval by Microchip. No licenses are 
conveyed, implicit\y or otherwise, under any intellectual 
property rights. 
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MICROCHIP PIC16F87XA 

28/40/44-Pin Enhanced Flash Microcontrollers 

Devices Included in this Data Sheet: 

PIC16F873A 
PIC16F874A 

PIC16F876A 
PIC16F877A 

High-Performance RISC CPU: 

• Only 35 single-word instructions to learn 
• All single-cycle instructions except for program 

branches, which are two-cycle 
Op~rating speed: DC- 20 MHz clock input 

DC - 200 ns instruction cycle 
• Up to 8K x 14 words of Flash Program Memory, 

Up to 368 x 8 bytes of Data Memory (RAM), 
Up to 256 x 8 bytes of EEPROM Data Memory 
Pinout compatible to other 28-pin or 40/44-pin 
PIC16CXXX and PIC16FXXXnlicroconlrolle 

Peripheral Features: 

TimerO: 8-bit timer/counter with 8-bit prescaler 
Timer!: 18-bft timer/counter with prescaler, 
can be incremented during Sleep via external 
crystal/clock 
Tim~: 8-btt timer/counter with 8-bit period 
register, prescaler and postsca\er 

Two Capture, Compare, PWM modules 
Capture is 16-btt, max. resolution is 12.5 ns 

- Compare is 16-bit, max. resolution is 200 ns 
- PWM max. resolution is 1 O-bit 
Synchronous Serial Port (SSP) wtth SPI"' 
(Master mode) and 12C"' (Master/Slave) 
Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver 
Transmitter (USART/SCI) with 9-M address 
detection 
Parallel Slave Port (PSP) - 8 bfts wide with 
external RD, WR and CS controls (40/44-pin only) 
Brown-out detection circuitry for 
Brown-out Reset (BOR) 

Program Memory Data 
Device SRAM 

EEPROM 
Bytes #Single Word (Bytes) 

Instructions (Bytes) 

PIC16F873A 7.2K 4096 192 128 

PIC16F874A 7.2K 4096 192 128 

PIC16F876A 14.3K 8192 368 256 

PIC16F877A 14.3K 8192 368 256 

© 2003 Microchip Technology Inc. 
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22 

33 

22 

33 

Analog Features: 

1Q-M, up to 8-channel Analog-to-Digital 
Converter (NO) 
Brown-out Reset (BOR) 
Analog Comparator module with: 
- Two analog comparators 
- Programmable on-chip voltage reference 

(VREF) module 
- Programmable input multiplexing from device 

inputs and internal voltage reference 
- Comparator outputs are externally accessible 

Special Microcontroller Features: 

• 100,000 erase/write cycle Enhanced Flash 
.program memory typical 
1,000,000 erase/write cycle Data EEPROM 
memory typical 
Data EEPROM Retention > 40 years 
Self-reprogrammable under software control 
In-Circuit Serial Programming"' (ICSP"') 
via two pins 
Single-supply 5V In-Circuit Serial Programming 
Watchdog Timer (WDT) with tts own on-chip RC 
oscillator for reliable operation 
Programmable code protection 
Power saving Sleep mode 
Selectable oscillator options 
In-Circuit Debug (JCD) via two pins 

CMOS Technology: 

Low-power, high-speed Flash/EEPROM 
technology 
Fully static design 
Wide operating voltage range (2.0V to 5.5V) 
Commercial and Industrial temperature ranges 
Low-power consumption 

MSSP 
10-blt CCP 

US ART 
Timers 

Comparators 
AID (ch) (PWM) SPI 

Master 8/16-bit 
t2c 

5 2 Yes Yes Yes 2/1 2 

8 2 Yes Yes Yes 2/1 2 

5 2 Yes Yes Yes 2/1 2 

8 2 Yes Yes Yes 2/1 2 
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PIC16F87XA 

Pin Diagrams 

28-Pin POIP, SOIC, SSOP 

MCLRNPP- '1 
RAO/ANO- 2 27 - RBB/PGC 

28 ;::)

3 
- RB7/PGD 

RA1/AN1- 3 26 .- RB5 

RA2/AN2NREF-/CVREF -

RA3/AN3NREF+ ~ ~ 
4 c( 25 - RB4 

~ 248- RB3/PGM 5 

.,~ 23 - RB2 
22 - RB1 

RA4fTOCKI/C10UT- 6 

RA5/AN41SS/C20UT - 7 

~ 20 -voo 
v~s- B 

OSG1/CLKJ - 9 
,_ 21 9- RBO/INT 

OSC2/CLKO- 10 -_(,) 19 - Vss 
RCOIT10SOIT1CKI- 11 a. 18 5- RC7/RXIDT 

RC1/T10S1fCCP2- 12 17 ~ - RC61TX/CK 
RC21CCP1-[ 13 16 J- RC5/SDO 

RC31SCKISCL - [ 14 15] -- RC41SDI/SDA ._ ____ _c:.J;-

44-PinQFN 

RC7/RX/DT
RD41PSP4-
RDS/PSPS
RD6/PSP6-
RD71PSP7-

Vss
Voo -
voo-

RBO/INT
RB1-
RB2-

DS39582B-page 2 

:;:j: (')_N..- 0 Ol.CO 1'-. (.O_lC)_o::t 
1e ~ '<t'<t '<t t')t") (")(")(") t")33 

2 32 
3 31 
4 30 
5 PIC16F874A 29 

~ PIC16F877A ~~ 
B 26 
9 25 
10 24 
11

NM '<tlO 10 r-- como .-N
23 

...-..-...-..-...- ..... ..-..-NNN 

j iiillilii 

28-PinQFN 

RA2/AN2/VREF~/CVREF -
RA3/AN3JVREF+ -

RA4/TOCKJ/C10UT -
RA51AN41SS/C20UT -

Vss
OSC1/CLKI

OSCZ/CLKO-

- OSC2/CLKO 
- OSC1/CLKI 
-vss 
-vss 
- Voo 
- Voo 
- RE2/C5/AN7 
- RE1/WR/AN6 
- REOiRiJJANS 
- RA5/AN4/SS/C20UT 
- RA41TOCKI/C10UT 

100 

o~ ~ re ~ ~ ~ 1::1 
1 21 - RB3/PGM 
2 20 -RB2 

! PIC16F873A ;: ::~:~liNT 
5 PIC16F876A 17 - voo 
6 16 -vss 
7 15 - RC7/RXJDT 
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Pin Diagrams (Continued) 

4!1-Pin PDIP 

MCLRNPP- - RB7/PGD 
RAOIANO - - RB61PGC 
RA1/AN1 - - RB5 

RA2/AN2NAEF-ICVREF - - RB4 
RA3/AN3NREF+ - - RB3/PGM 

RA4ffOCKI/C10UT- - RB2 
RA5/AN4/SSJC20UT- - RB1 

REoiRDtAN5- - RBOnNT 
RE1/WR/AN6 - - Von 
RE2/CS/AN7 - _---.- Vss 

Voo- - RD7/PSP7 
Vss- - RD6/PSP6 

OSC1/CLKI - - RD5/PSP5 
OSC2/CLKO- - RD4JPSP4 

RCO/T10SOIT1CKI - - RC?IRXIOT 
RC1ff1 OSIICCP2 - - RCSfTX/CK 

RC2/CCP1 - - RC5/SOO 
RC3/SCK/SCL- - RC4/SOI!SDA 

RDOIPSPO - - RD3/PSP3 
RD1/PSP1 -- - RD2JPSP2 

44-Pin TQFP 

RC7/RXIDT
RD4/PSP4-
R05JPSP5 -
R06/PSP6-
RD71PSP7-

vss
voo

RBO/INT
RB1-
RB2-

RB3/PGM-

'-----' 

lllllll!l! 

PIC16F874A 
PIC16F8nA 

lll!tll!l 
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44-Pin PLCC 

RMITOCKIIC10UT -
RA51AN4/SSIC20UT -

REO/RD/AN5 -
RE1fWR/AN6 -
RE2/CS/AN7 -

Voo
Vss

OSC1/CLKI
OSC2/CLKO

RCO/T10SOff1CK1 -
NC 

NC 
RCOfT10SOff1CKI 

- OSC2/CLKO 
- OSC1/CLKI 
- Vss 
-vno 
- RE2/CS/AN7 
- RE11WR/AN6 
- REO/RD/AN5 
- RA5JAN4/SSJC20UT 
- RA4ffOCKilC1 OUT 
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PIC16F87XA 

O:O<O'<I'MN.....-:::;J: MN....-O 

7 
0 

-<t-.t..:t -.:t-39 - RB3/PGM 
8 38-RB2 
9 37 -RB1 
10 36 - RBOIINT 
11 PIC16F874A 35 - VDD 
12 34 - Vss 
13 PIC16F877A 33 - RD7/PSP7 
14 32 - RD6/PSP6 
15 31 - RDS/PSPS 
16 30 - RD4/PSP4 
17como....-NM«tiOO:Ot--a:J29 - RC7/RX/DT 

....-....-NNNt'\INt'\lt'\INt'\1 

tttttttttt 
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TO OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS 

It is our intention to provide our valued customers with the best documentation possible to ensure successful use of your Microchip 
products. To this end, we will continue to improve our publications to better suit your needs. Our publications will be refined and 
enhanced as new volumes and updates are introduced. 

If you have any questions or comments regarding this publication, please contact the Marketing Communications Department via 
E-mait at docerrors@mail.microchip.com or fax the Reader Response Form in the back of this data sheet to (480) 792-4150. 
We welcome your feedback. 

Most Current Data Sheet 

To obtain the most up-to-date version of this data sheet, please register at our Worldwide Web site at: 

http://www.microchip.com 

You can determine the version of a data sheet by examining its liter.lture number found on the bottom outside corner of any page. 
The last character of the literature number is the version number, (e~g., DS30000A is version A of document 0830000). 

Errata 

An errata sheet, describing minor operational differences from the daJa sheet and recommended wor1<arounds, may exist for current 
devices. As device/documentation issues become known to us, we will publish an errata sheet. The errata will specify the revision 
of silicon and revision of document to which it applies. 

To determine if an errata sheet exists for a particular device, please ;check with one of the following: 

Microchip's Worldwide Web sHe; http1/www.microchip.com 

• Your local Microchip sales office (see last page) 

• The Microchip Corporate Literature Center; U.S. FAX: (480) 792-7277 

When contacting a sales office or the literature center, please specifY which device, revision of silicon and data sheet (include liter
atur,e number) you are using. 

Customer Notification System 

Register on our Web site at www.microchip.com/cn to receive the:most current information on all of our products. 
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1.0 DEVICE OVERVIEW 
This document contains device specific information 
abou) the following devices: 

PIC16F873A 

PIC16F874A 

PIC16F876A 

PIC16F877A 

PIC16F873A/876A devices are available only in 28-pin 
packages, while PIC16F874A/877A devices are avail
able in 40-pin and 44-pin packages. All devices in the 
PIC16F87XA family share common architecture with 
the following differences: 

The PIC16F873A and PIC16F874A have one-half 
of the total on-chip memory of the PIC16F876A 
and PIC16F877A 

The ;18-pin devices have three 1/0 ports, while the 
40/44-pin devices have five 

• The 28-pin devices have fourteen interrupts, while 
the 40/44-pin devices have fifteen 

• The 28-pin devices have five AID input channels, 
while the 40/44-pin devices have eight 

The Parallel Slave Port is implemented only on 
the 40/44-pin devices 

TABLE 1-1: PIC16F87XA DEVICE FEATURES 

Key Features PIC16F873A 

Operating Frequency DC 20MHz 

Rese1s (and Delays) POR,BOR 
(PWRT,OST) 

Flash Program Memory 4K 
( 14-bll words) 

Data Memory (bytes) 192 

EEPROM Data Memory (bytes) 128 

lnterrup1s 14 

1/0 Ports Ports A, B, C 

Timers 3 

Capture/Compare/PWM modules 2 

Serial Communications MSSP, USART 

Parallel Communications -
1 o-bit Analog-to-Digital Module 5 input channels 

Analog Comparators 2 

Instruction Set 35 Instructions 

Packages 28-pin PDIP 
28-pin SOIC 
28-pin SSOP 
28-pin QFN 

© 2003 Microchip Technology Inc. 

PIC16F87XA 

The available features are summarized in Table 1-1. 
Block diagrams of the PIC16F873A/876A and 
PIC16F874AIB77A devices are provided in Figure 1-1 
and Figure 1-2, respectively. The pinou1s for these 
device families are listed in Table 1-2 and Table 1-3. 

Additional information may be found in the PICmicro® 
Mid-Range Reference Manual (DS33023), which may 
be obtained from your local Microchip Sales Represen
tative or downloaded from the Microchip web site. The 
Reference Manual should be considered a complemen
tary document to this data sheet and is highly recom
mended reading for a better understanding of the device 
architecture and operation of the peripheral modules. 

PIC16F874A PIC16F876A PIC16F877A 

DC-20 MHz DC-20 MHz DC-20 MHz 

POR,BOR POR,BOR POR,BOR 
(PWRT,OST) (PWRT,OST) (PWRT,OST) 

4K 8K 8K 

192 368 368 

128 256 256 

15 14 15 

Ports A, B, C, D, E Ports A, B. C Ports A, B. C, D, E 

3 3 3 
2 2 2 

MSSP, USART MSSP,USART MSSP,USART 

PSP - PSP 

! 8 input channels 5 input channels 8 input channels 

' 2 2 2 

35 Instructions 35 Instructions 35 Instructions 

40-pin PDIP 28-pin PDIP 40-pin PDIP 
44-pin PLCC 28-pin SOIC 44-pin PLCC 
44-pin TQFP 28-pin SSOP 44-pin TQFP 
44-pinQFN 28-pin QFN 44-pin QFN 
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PIC16F87XA 

FIGURE 1-1: PIC16F873A/876A BLOCK DIAGRAM 

13 Data Bus 8 
l¢:i={ Program Counter 

~. Flash g Program 
Memory 

I 
RAM I 8 Level Stack File 

(13-bit) Registers 

Program 14 
RAM Addrt11 ).? 9 Bus 

I Instruction reg I j AddrMUX \ 

II DirectAddr 7 jf sJllndirect 
Addr 

I FSRreg 

8 
~ Slaws reg h 

~~ {r 
Power-up 3 \. MUX I 

Timer 

~~ Instruction ~ Oscillator 
Decode & Start-up Timer 
Control Power-on 

Reset 8 I! 
~ J liming F Watchdog 

(7 

I Generation Timer I Wreg 

OSC1/CLKI Brown-out 
OSC21CLKO Reset 

In-Circuit 
Debugger 

Low-Voltage 
Programming 

i Vo~Vss 

~ I nmer1 I I Timer2 1 O-bit AID- I 
I lE 
0 ~~ 

PORTA 

= ===; 

= -

PORTS 

~ 
f--

f= 
f--

PORTC 

:: 
= c=: ;: 
~ 

.{7 

RAO/ANO 
RA1/AN1 
RA21AN2NRe F-ICVRE.F 

F+ 

10UT 
C20UT 

RA3/AN3NRE 
RA4/TOCKI/C 
RA5/AN4JSSJ 

RBO/INT 
RB1 
RB2 
RB3/PGM 
RB4 
RB5 
RB61PGC 
RB71PGO 

RCO/T10SO /T1CKI 
CCP2 RC1fT10SI/ 

RC2/CCP1 
RC3/SCK!SC L 

A RC4/SD11SD 
RC5/SDO 
RC6/TXICK 
RC7/RX/DT 

~~ 

I Data EEPROM I I CCP1,2 I I Synchronous USART I I Comparator I 
Voltage 

I Serial Port Reference 

Device Program Flash Data Memory Data EEPROM 

PIC16F873A 4Kwords 192 Bytes 128 Bytes 

PIC16F876A SKwords 368Bytes 256 Bytes 

Note 1: Higher order bits are from the Status register. 
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FIGURE 1-2: PIC16F874A/877A BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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R87/PGO 

RCOIT10SO ff1CKI 
CCP2 RC1rr10SI/ 

RC2JCCP1 
RC3/SCKIS CL 

A RC4/SDIISD 
RC5/SDO 
RC6/1XICK 
RC7fRX/DT 

ROO/PSPO 
RD11PSP1 
RD2/PSP2 
RD3/PSP3 
RD41PSP4 
RD5/PSP5 
RD6/PSP6 
RD7/PSP7 

--t8l REOIRD/AN 5 

6 

7 

~ RE1/WRIAN 

-f2l RE2/CS/AN 

I Parallel 
Slave Port 

ir 

~~ 
I Data EEPROM I I CCP1,2 I I Synchronous I USART I I Compaortor I I 

Voltage 

I Serial Port Reference 

Device Program Aash Data Memory Data EEPROM 

PIC16F874A 4Kwords 192 Bytes 128 Bytes 

PIC16F877A 8Kwords 368 Bytes 256 Bytes 

NoW 1: Higher order bits are from the status register. 
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PIC16F87XA 

TABLE 1·2· PIC16F873A/876A PINOUT DESCRIPTION - --

Pin Name PDIP,SOIC, QFN UO/P Buffer 
Description 

SSOPPintl Pin# Type Type 

6 ST/CMQS13l 
--"~· -- . ~·---.,- ------ -

OSC1/CLKI 9 Oscillator crystal or external clock input. 
OSC1 I Oscillator crystal input or external clock source input. ST 

buffer when configured in RC mode; otherwise CMOS. 
CLKI I External clock source input. Always associated with pin 

function OSC1 (S<l~ OSC1/C!.KI. OSC2/CLKO pins). 

OSC2/CLKO 10 7 - Oscillator crystal or clock output. 
OSC2 0 Oscillator crystal output. -Connects to crystal or resonator 

In Crystal Oscillator mode. 
CLKO 0 In RC mode, OSC2 pin outputs CLKO, which has 1/4 the 

frequency of OSC1 and denotes the instruction cycle rate. 

MCLRNPP 1 26 ST Master Clear (input) or programming voltage (output}. 
Mciil" I Master Cleat {Reset) input. TfiiS pin IS an acnve row Reset 

to the device. 
VPP p Programming voltage input. 

PORTA is a bidirectional YO port. 

RAO/ANO ? '2.7 TTL 
RAO 1/0 Digital 1/0. 
ANO I Analog input 0. 

RA1/AN1 3 28 TTL 
RA1 1/0 Digoall/0. 
AN1 I Analog Input 1. 

RA2/AN2NRF§-/ 4 1 TTL 
CVREF 1/0 Dlgttal 1/0. 

RA2 I Analog input 2. 
AN2 I AID reference voltage {Low) input. 
VREF- 0 Comparator VREF output. 
CVREF 

RA3/AN3NREF+ 5 2 TTL 
RA3 110 Digital I/O. 
AN3 I Analog input 3. 
VREF+ I AJD reference voltage (High) input. 

RA4/TOCKI/C10UT 6 3 ST 
RA4 1/0 Digital I/O- Open-drain when configured as output. 
TOCKI I TimerO external clock input. 
C10UT 0 Comparator 1 output. 

RA5/AN4/SS/C20UT 7 4 TTL 
RA5 1/0 Digital 1/Q_ 
AN4 I Analog input 4. 
ss I SPI slave select input. 
C20UT 0 Comparator 2 output. 

Legend: - -I = input 0 - output 1/0 - mpuUoutput P = power 
~ .. Not used TTL"" TTL input ST =Schmitt Trigger input 
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured as the external interrupt. 
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when used in Serial :Programming mode. 

Note 1: 
2: 
3: This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when confgured in RC Oscillator mode and -a CMOS input otherwise. 
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PIC16F87XA 
TABLE 1·2· PIC16F873AI876A PINOUT DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED) 

Pin Name 
PDlP,SOlC, QFN 
SSOPPin# Pin# 

RBO/INT 21 18 
RBO 
INT 

RB1 22 19 

RB2 23 20 

RB3/PGM 24 21 
RB3 
PGM 

RB4 25 22 

RB5 26 23 

RB6/PGC 27 24 
RB6 
PGC 

RB7/PGD 28 25 
RB7 
PGD 

RCOrr10SOIT1CKI 11 8 
RCO 
T10SO 
T1CKI 

RC11T10SIICCP2 12 9 

RC1 
T10SI 
CCP2 

RC2/CCP1 13 10 
RC2 
CCP1 

RC3/SCKJSCL 14 11 
RC3 
SCK 
SCL 

RC4/SOIISDA 15 12 
RC4 
SDI 
SDA 

RC5/SDO 16 13 

RCS 
SDO 

RC61TX/CK 17 14 
RC6 
TX 
CK 

RC7/RX/DT 18 15 
RC7 
RX 
DT 

Vss 8,19 5,6 

Voo 20 17 

Legend: I - mput 
-=Not used 

0 =output 
ITL = TTL input 

110/P Buffer 
Description 

Type Type 

PORTS is a bidirectional I/O port. PORTB can be software 
programmed for internal weak pull-ups on all inputs. 

TTus-rt11 
1/0 DigitaiiiO. 

I External interrupt. 

110 TTL Digital I/O. 

110 TTL Digfiall/0. 

TTL 
110 DigitaiiiO. 

I Low-voltage (single-supply) ICSP programming enable pin. 

1/0 TTL Digital I/O. 

110 TTL Digital I/O. 

TTus-rt•l 

1/0 Digital I/O. 
I In-circuit debugger and ICSP programming clock. 

TTUSTl21 
1/0 Digital I/O. 
1/0 In-circuit debu99~r and 1c;:;sp programming data. 

PORTC is a bidirectional 110 port. 

ST 
110 Digital I/O. 
0 Timer1 oscillator output. 
I Timer1 external clock input. 

ST 

1/0 Digital I/O. 
I nmer1 oscillator input. 

1/0 Capture2 input, Compare2 output, PWM2 output. 

ST 
1/0 Digital I/O. 
1/0 Capture1 input, Compare1 output, PWM1 output. 

ST 
1/0 Dignal 110. 
1/0 Synchronous serial clock inpuUoutput for SPI mode. 
1/0 Synchronous serial clock input/output for IZc mode. 

ST 
1/0 Digital I/O. 

I SPI data in. 
110 12C data 110. 

ST 
110 Digital 1/0. 
0 SPI data out. 

ST 
1/0 Digital 1/0. 
0 USART asynchronous transmit. 
If() USART1 synchronous dock. 

ST 
1/0 Digital I/O. 

I USART asynchronous receive. 
1/0 USART synchronous data. 

p - Ground reference for logic and 1/0 pins. 

p - Positive supply for logic and 1/0 pins. 

1/0 - mputloutput P = power 
ST = Schmitt Trigger input 

Note 1: 
2: 
3: 

This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured as the external interrupt. 
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when used in Serial Programming mode. 
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured in RC Oscillator mode and a CMOS input otherwise. 
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PIC16F87XA 

TABLE 1-3· PIC16F874A/877A PINOUT DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 
PDIP PLCC TQFP QFN VO/P Buffer 

Description 
Pin# Pin# Pin# Pin# Type Type 

OSC1/CLKI 13 14 30 32 ST/CMOSI4) Oscillator crystal or external clock input. 
OSC1 I Oscillator crystal input or external clock source 

input. ST buffer when configured in RC mode; 
otherwise CMOS. 

CLKI I External clock source input. Always associated 
with pin function OSC1 (see OSC1/CLKI, 
OSC2/CLKO pins). 

OSC21CLKO 14 15 31 33 - Oscillator crystal or clock output. 
OSC2 0 Oscillator crystal output. 

Connects to crystal or resonator in Crystal 
Oscillator mode. 

CLKO 0 In RC mode, OSC2 pin outputs CLKO, which 
has 1/4 the frequency of OSC1 and denotes the 
instruction cycle rate. 

MCLRIVPP 1 2 18 18 ST Master C1ear (input) or programming voltage (output). 
MCLR I Master Clear {Reset) input. This pin is an active 

low Reset to the device. 
VPP p Programming voltage input. 

PORTA is a bidirectional I/O port. 

RAO/ANO 2 3 19 19 TTL 
RAO 110 Digital I/O. 
ANO I Analog input 0. 

RA1/AN1 3 4 -20 20 TTL 
RA1 1/0 Digital I/O. 
AN1 I Analog input 1. 

RA2/AN2NREF-/CVREF 4 5 21 21 TTL 
RA2 1/0 Digital 1/0. 
AN2 I Analog input 2. 
VREF~ I AID reference voltage {Low) input. 
CVREF 0 Comparator V-REF output. 

RA3/AN3NREF+ 5 6 22 22 TTL 
RA3 1/0 Digital I/O. 
AN3 I Analog input 3. 
VREF+ I AID reference voltage (High) input. 

RA4fTOCKI/C1 OUT 6 7 23 23 ST 
RA4 1/0 OlgitaiiiO- Open-drain when configured as 

output. 
TOCKI I TimerO external clock input. 
C10UT 0 Comparator 1 output. 

RA5/AN4iSS/C20UT 7 8 24 24 TTL 
RA5 1/0 Digital I/O. 
AN4 I Analog input 4. 
ss I SPI slave select input. 
C20UT 0 Comparator 2 output. 

Legend: I - mput 0 - output 110 - mput/output P - power 
- = Not used TTL = TTL input ST = Schmitt Trigger input 

Note 1: 
2: 
3: 

This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured as the external interrupt. 
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when used in Serial Programming mode. 
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured in RC Oscillator mode and a CMOS input otherwise. 
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PIC16F87XA 

TABLE 1-3· PIC16F874AI877A PINOUT DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED) 

Pin Name 
PDIP PLCC TQFP QFN UO/P Buffer 

Description Pin# Pin# Pin# Pin# Type Type 

PORTS is a bidirectional 110 port. PORTS can be 
software programmed for internal weak pull-up on all 
inputs. 

RBO/INT 33 36 8 9 TTUSTI11 
RBO 110 DigitaiiiO. 
INT I External interrupt. 

RB1 34 37 9 10 1/0 TTL Digital I/O. 

RB2 35 38 10 11 1/0 TTL Digital I/O. 

RB3/PGM 36 39 11 12 TTL 
RB3 1/0 Digital I/O. 
PGM I Low-voltage ICSP programming enable pin. 

RB4 37 41 14 14 110 TTL Di~itall/0. 

RB5 38 42 15 15 1/0 TTL Digital I/O. 

RB6/PGC 39 43 16 16 TTUSTI21 
RB6 110 DigitaiiiO. 
PGC I ln'"Circuit debugger anEIICSP programming clock. 

RB7/PGD 40 44 17 17 TTUSTI21 
RB7 1/0 Digital I/O. 
PGD 110 In-circuit debugger and ICSP programming data. 

Legend: I = mput 0 - output 110 = Input/output P - power 
- = Not used TTL = TTL input ST =Schmitt Trigger input 

Note 1: This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured as the external interrupt. 
2: This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when used in Serial Programming mode. 
3: This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured In RC Oscillator mode and a CMOS input otherwise. 
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PIC16F87XA 

TABLE 1-3· PIC16F874A/877A PINOUT DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED) 

Pin Name 
PPIP PLCC TQFP 
Pin# Pin# Pin# 

RCO/T1 OSO/T1 CKI 15 16 32 
RCO 
T10SO 
T1CKI 

RC1/T10SI/CCP2 16 18 35 
RC1 
T10SI 
C.:CP~ 

RC2/CCP1 17 19 36 
RC2 
CCP1 

RC3/SCKISCL 18 20 37 
RC3 
SCK 

SCL 

RC4/SDI/SDA 23 25 42 
RC4 
SOl 
SDA 

RC5/SDO 24 26 43 
RC5 
SDO 

RC6/TX/CK 25 27 44 
RC6 
TX 
CK 

RC7/RX/DT 26 29 1 
RC7 
RX 
DT 

0- output Legend: I - mput 
-=Not used lTL = ITL input 

QFN 110/P Buffer 
Description 

Pin# Type Type 

PORTC is a bidirectional I/O port. 

34 ST 
110 Digital 1/0. 
0 Timer1 oscillator output. 
I Timer1 external clock input. 

35 ST 
1/0 Digital I/O. 

I Timer1 oscillator input 
1/0 Captu~2 inp~t, C9mp~r~ Q~tp~~. PWM~ Q~tput. 

36 ST 
1/0 Digital I/O. 
110 Capture1 input, Compare1 output, PWM1 output. 

37 ST 
1/0 Digital I/O. 
1/0 Synchronous serial clock input/output for SPI 

mode. 
1/0 Synchronous serial clock input/output for i2C 

mode. 

42 ST 
110 Digital I/O. 

I SPI data in. 
1/0 12c data 110. 

43 ST 
1/0 DigitaiiiO. 
0 SPI data out. 

44 ST 
110 Digital I/O. 
0 USART asynchronous transmit. 
1/0 USART1 synchronous clock. 

1 ST 
1/0 Digital I/O. 

I USART asynchronous receive. 
1/0 USART synchronous data. 

110 = Input/output P = power 
ST =Schmitt Trigger input 

NOte 1: 
2: 
3: 

This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input When configured as the external interrupt. 
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when used in Serial Programming mode. 
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured in RC Oscillator mode and a CMOS input otherwise. 
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PIC16F87XA 

TABLE 1-3· PIC16F874A/877A PINOUT DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED) 

Pin Name PDIP PLCC TQFP 
Pin# Pin# Pin# 

RDOIPSPO 19 21 38 
ROO 
PSPO 

RD1/PSP1 20 22 39 
RD1 
PSP1 

RD2/PSP2 21 23 40 
RD2 
PSP2 

RD3/PSP3 22 24 41 
Rtl3 
PSP3 

RD4/PSP4 27 30 2 
RD4 
PSP4 

RD5/PSP5 28 31 3 
RD5 
PSP5 

RD6/PSP6 29 32 4 
RD6 
PSP6 

R07/PSPJ' 30 33 5 
RD7 
PSP7 

REO/RD/AN5 8 9 25 
REO 
RD 
AN5 

RE1/WR/AN6 9 10 26 
RE1 
WR 
AN6 

RE21CS/AN7 10 11 27 
RE2 
cs 
AN7 

Vss 12,31 13,34 6,29 

Voo 11,32 12,35 7,28 

NC - 1' 17, 12,13, 
28,40 33,34 

0 =output Legend: I = mput 
-=Not used TTL = TTL input 

QFI\I UOIP B_uffer 
Description 

Pin# Type Type 

PORTO is a bidirectional I/O port or Parallel Slave 
Port when interfacing to a microprocessor bus. 

38 STmLI31 

i/0 Digital 1/0. 
110 Parallel Slave Port data. 

39 STmLI31 

110 Digital I/O. 
1/0 Parallel Slave Port data. 

40 STmLI31 
1/0 Digital I/O. 
1/0 Parallel Slave Port data. 

41 STmLI31 
)/() DigitaiiiO. 
1/0 Parallel Slave Port data. 

2 STmLI31 

1/0 Digital I/O. 
1/0 Parallel Slave Port data. 

3 STmLI31 

1/0 Digital i/O. 
1/0 Parallel Slave Port data. 

4 STmLI31 

1/0 Digttai 1/0. 
1/0 Parallel Slave Port data. 

5 STmLI31 
1/0 Digttall/0. 
1/0 Parallel Slave Port data. 

PORTE is a bidirectional I/O port. 

25 sTmLI31 

1/0 Digital I/O. 
I Read control for Parallel Slave Port. 
I Analog input 5. 

26 STmLI31 

uo Digital I/O. 
I Write control for Parallel Slave Port. 
I Analog input 6. 

27 STmLI31 

1/0 Digital I/O. 
I Chip select control for Parallel Slave Port. 
I Analog input 7. 

6, 30, p - Ground reference for logic and 1/0 pins. 
31 

7,8, p - Positive supply for logic and 1/0 pins. 
28,29 

13 - - These pins are not internally connected. These pins 
should be left unconnected. 

1/0 = mputloutput P = power 
ST =Schmitt Trigger input 

Note 1: This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured as the external interrupt. 
2: This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when used in Serial Programming mode. 
3: This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured in RC Oscillator mode and a CMOS input otherwise. 
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PIC16F87XA 

Package Marking Information (Cont'd) 

44-Lead QFN 

xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 

YYWWNNN 

28-Lead PDIP (Skinny DIP) 

~o~o 11 

28-Lead SOIC 

)()()()(XXXXXXXX)()()()()()(XX 
)()()()()()()()()()()()X)()()()( 

)()()()()()()()X 

0 
~YYWWNNN 

28-Lead SSOP 

xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 
O~ YYWWNNN 

28-Lead QFN 

~ 
xxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx 
YYWWNNN 

0 
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Example 

PIC16F877A 
-1/ML 

0310017 

Example 

· PIC16F876A/SP 
p 0 ~ 0310017 

Example 

0 

PIC16F876A/SO 
1S;-0310017 

Example 

PIC16F876AI 
ss 

0 ~ 0310017 

Example 

~ 
16F873A 
-1/ML 
0310017 

0 

0 
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PIC16F87XA 

40-Lead Plastic Dual In-line (P) - 600 mil (PDIP) 

IE11 
p 
p 

[ 

~ 

D 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 2 
n 0 1 

hE~ !-t 
~ c ':T· 

eB 

Units 

~ 
I 

i Limits MIN MAX MIN NOM 

I Pins n 4( 

I Pitch 
···~ I Top to~ .160 .17! 4.06 

I Molded I A .140 l.56 
I Base tosea;;ng-Plane A1 .OJ5 ).38 

I ' E .5951 .600 .625 i.11 15.: 
I Molded Package Width E1 .530 .545 .560 l.46 13.1 
Ovemll Lonoth D 

~ 
2.058 2.065 51.94 52.: 

I TIP · l Plane .130 .135 3.05 3.: 
Load Thlcl<ness c 

~ 
.012 .015 0.20 0.29 

I Uppeo Load Width B1 .050 .070 0.78 1.27 
I Loweo Load Width B .014 .018 .022 0.38 0.48 
l0verall Row Spacing § eB .620 .650 .660 15.75 18.51 
I Mold oTop " 5 10 15 5 10 
I Mold ~ 5 10 15 5 10 

IIi 

§ ' 
Notes: 
Dimensions D and E1 do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold flash or protrusions shall not exceed 
.010u (0.254mm) per side. 
J_EDEC EqUivalent M0-011 
Drawing No. C04-016 
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MAX 

4.06 

15.88 
14.22 
52.45 

3.43 
0.38 
1. 
0.58 

17.27 
15 
1i 
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MICROCHIP 24AA256/24LC256/24FC256 

256K I2C™ CMOS Serial EEPROM 

Device Selection Table 

Part Vee Max. Clock Temp. 
Number Range Frequency Ranges 

24AA2oe 1.8-5.5V 400 kHz(1) 

24LC256 2.5-5.5V 400kHz 

24FC256 1.8-5.5V 1 MHz(2) 

N<>t!l 1: 100 kHzforVcc<2.W 

2: 400 kHz for Vee< 2.5V. 

Features 

Low-power CMOS technology: 

Maximum write current 3 mA at 5.5V 

- Maximum fE!aEI eurrent 400 llA at 5.5V 

- Standby current 100 nA typical at 5.5V 

2-wire serial interface bus, 12C m compatible 

' Cascadable for up to eight devices 

Self-timed erase/write cycle 

64-byte Page Write mode available 

5 ms max. write cycle time 
Hardware write-protect for entire array 

I 

I,E 

I 

Output slope control to eliminate ground bounce 

Schmitt Trigger inputs for noise suppression 

1,000,000 erase/write cycles 

Electrostatic discharge protection > 4000V 

Data retention > 200 years 

8-pin PDIP, SOIC, TSSOP, MSOP and DFN 
packages, 14-lead TSSOP package 

Standard and Pb-free finishes available 

Temperature ranges: 
- Industrial (1): 
- Automotive (E): 

Package Types 

-40°C to +85°C 
-40°C to +125°C 

Description 

The Microchip Technology Inc. 24AA256/24LC256/ 
24FC256 (24XX256•) is a 32K x 8 (256 KM) Serial 
Electrically Erasable PROM, capable of operation 
across a broad voltage range ( 1.8V to 5.5V). It has 
been developed for advanced, low-power applications 
such as personal communications or data acquisition. 
This device also has a page write capability of up to 64 
bytes of data. This device is capable of both random 
and sequential reads up to the 256K boundary. 
Functional address lines allow up to eight devices on 
the same bus, for up to 2 Mbit address space. This 
device is available in the standard 8-pin plastic DIP, 
SOIC, TSSOP, MSOP, DFN and 14-lead TSSOP 
packages. 

Block Diagram 

0~~~ 
HV Generat()r l 

- l 
1/0 

1-
Memory 

f-XOEC~ EEPROM 
Control Control Array -l.oQic Logic 

*1 
- Page Latches 

t 
YDEC I 

SDA 

vcco--
VssQ-- r Sense Amp. ··1 

'I RIWControl 

---------------- - ----------------- ---

PDIP/SOIC 

vee 

WP 

AO 

A1 

SCL A2 

SOA Vss 

TSSOPIMSOP * 

Vee 

WP 

SeL 

~!?A 

Note: * Pins AO and A 1 are no connects for the MSOP package only. 

TSSOP 

AO 
A1 
Ne 
NC 
NC 
A2 

vss 

DFN 

Vee AO 1 • 8 Vee 
~ WP a Ne A1 2 7 WP 

Ne ~ 

A2 3 .. 6 SCL 
Ne 

~ 

SCL vss 4 5 SDA 
SOA 

•24XX256 is used in this document as a generic part number for the 24AA256/24LC256/24FC256 devices. 
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24AA256/24LC256/24FC256 

1 J) EI.I;CTRICA!.. CHARACT!=RISTICS 

Absolute Maximum Ratings<tl 

Vcc ............................................................................................................................................................................. 6.5V 

All inputs and outputs w.r.t. Vss ......................................................................................................... -0.6V to Vee +1.0V 

Storage temperature ............................................................................................................................... -65"C to +150"C 

Ambient temperature with power applied ................................................................................................ -40"C to +125"C 

ESD protection on all pins ...................................................................................................................................................... ~ 4 kV 

t NOTICE: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at the"" or any other condHions .above those 
indicated in the operational listings of this specification is not implied. Exposure to Absolute Maximum Rating 
conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

TABLE 1-1: DC CHARACTERISTICS 

Electrical Characteristics: 
DC CHARACTERISTICS Industrial (1): Vee = +1.8V to 5.5V TA = -40"C to +85"C 

Automotive (E): Vee = +2.5V to 5.5V TA = -40"C to +125"C 

Param. 
Sym Characteristic Min Max Units Conditions 

No. 

D1 - AO, A1, A2, SCL, SDA - - - -
and WP pins: 

D2 V!H High-level input voHage 0.7Vcc - v -
D3 VIL Low-level input voltage - 0.3 Vee v Vcc~2.5V 

0.2Vcc v Vee< 2.5V 

D4 VHYS Hysteresis of Schmitt o.osvcc - v Vee~ 2.5V (Note) 
Trigger inputs 
(SDA, SCL pins) 

D5 VOL Low-level output voltage - 0.40 v IOL = 3.0 ma @vee = 4.av 
IOL = 2.1 ma@ Vee= 2.5V 

D6 Ill Input leakage current - ±1 !lA V1N = Vss or Vee, WP - Vss 
VIN = Vss or Vee, WP = Vee 

D7 ILO Output leakage current - ±1 !lA VOUT = Vss or Vee 

DB CIN, Pin capacitance - 10 pF Vee = S.OV (Note) 
GOUT (all inputs/outputs) TA = 25"C, fc = 1 MHz 

D9 Icc Read Operating current - 400 !lA Vee = 5.5V, SCL = 400 kHz 

Icc Write - 3 mA Vee= s.sv 

D10 Ices Standby current - 1 !lA TA = -40"C to +85"C 
SCL = SDA = Vee= 5.5V 
AO, A1, A2, WP =Vss 

- 5 !lA TA = -40"C to +125"C 
SCL = SDA =Vee = 5.5V 
AO, A1, A2, WP = Vss 

Note: Th1s parameter IS penod1cally sampled and not 100% tested. 
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24AA256/24LC256/24FC256 

TABLE 1-2: AC CHARACTERISTICS 
Electrical Characteristics: 

AC CHARACTERISTICS Industrial (1): Vee= +1.8V to 5.5V TA = -40oC to +85°C 
Automotive (E): vee = +2.5V to s.sv TA = -40°C to +125oc 

Param. 
Sym Characteristic Min Max Units Conditions 

No. 

1 FeLK Clock frequency 100 kHz 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 
- 400 2.5V ,;; Vee ,;; 5.5V 
- 400 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 24FC256 
- 1000 2.5V ,;; Vee ,;; 5.5V 24FC256 

2 THIGH Clock high time 4000 - ns 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 
600 - 2.5V ,;; Vee ,;; 5.5V 
600 - 1.8V,;; Vee< 2.5V 24FC256 
500 - 2.5V <Vee< 5.5V 24FC256 

TLOW ciock 1ciw tline 
·-- ---- -··-

3 4700 - ns 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 
1300 - 2.5V ,;; Vee ,;; 5.5V 
1300 - 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 24FC256 
500 ·- 2.5V ,;; Vee ,;; 5.5V 24FC256 

4 TR SDA and SCL rise time - 1000 ns 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 
(Note 1) - 300 2.5V,;; Vee,;; 5.5V 

- 300 1.8V,;; Vee,;; 5.5V 24FC256 

5 TF SDA and SCL fall time - 300 ns All except, 24FC256 
(Note 1) - 100 1.8V ,;; Vee ,;; 5.5V 24FC256 

6 THD:STA Start condition hold time 4000 - ns 1.8V,;; Vee< 2.5V 
600 - 2.sv,;; vee,;; 5.sv 
600 - 1.8V,;; Vee< 2.5V 24FC256 
250 - 2.5V ,;; Vee ,;; 5.5V 24FC256 

7 TSU:STA Start condition setup time 4700 ---- ns 1.8V ~ Vee < 2.5V 
600 - 2.5V ,; Vee ,; 5.5V 
600 - 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 24FC256 
250 - 2.5V s Vee ,; 5.5V 24FC256 

8 THD:OAT Data input hold lime 0 - ns (Note 2) 

9 Tsu:oAT Data input setup time 250 - ns 1.8V ,; Vee < 2.5V 
100 - 2.5V ,;; Vee s 5.5V 
100 - 1.8V 5 Vee 5 5.5V 24FC256 

10 Tsu:sTo Stop condition setup time 4000 - ns 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 
600 - 2.5V ,; Vee ,; 5.5V 
600 - 1.8V,;; Vee < 2.5V 24FC256 
250 - 2.5V ,;; Vee ,;; 5.5V 24FC256 

11 Tsu:wP WP setup time 4000 - ns 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 
600 - 2.5V ,; Vee s 5.5V 
600 - 1.8V <Vee< 5.5V 24FC256 

12 THD:WP WP hold time 4700 - ns 1.8V ,;; Vee < 2.5V 
1300 - 2.5V,; Vee,; 5.5V 
1300 - 1 ,8V s Vee :;; 5.f:N 24FC2(j§ 

Note 1: Not1 00% tested. CB = total capaCitance of one bus line on pF. 
2: As a transmitter, the device must provide an internal minimum delay time to bridge the undefined region 

(minimum 300 ns) of the falling edge of SCL to avoid unintended generation of Start or Stop conditions. 
3: The combined TSP and VHYS specifications are due to new Schmitt Trigger inputs, which provide improved 

noise spike suppression. This eliminates the need for a Ti specification for standard operation. 
4: This parameter is not tested but ensured by characterization. for endurance estimates in a specific 

application, please consult the Total Endurance"' Model, which can be obtained from Microchip's web site: 
www.microchip.com. 
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Electrical Characteristics: 
AC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) Industrial (1): Vee= +1.8V to 5.5V TA = -40oC to +85°C 

Automotive (E): Vee= +2.5V to 5.5V TA = -40oc to +125oC 

Param. 
Sym Characteristic Min Max Units Conditions 

No. 

13 TAA Output valid from clock - 3500 ns 1.8 V :>Vee< 2.5V 
(Note 2) - 900 2.5 V,; Vee,; 5.5V 

- 900 1.8V ,; Vee < 2.5V 24FC256 
- 400 2.5 V,; Vee 5 5.5V 24FC256 

14 TBUF Bus free time: lime the bus 4700 - ns 1.8V ,; Vee < 2.5V 
must be free before a new 1300 - 2.5V,; Vee,; 5.5V 
transmission can start 1300 - 1.8V 5 Vee< 2.5V 24FC256 

500 - 2.5V ,; Vee ,; 5.5V 24FC256 

15 ToF Output fall time from VIH 10+0.1CB 250 ns All except, 24FC256 (Note 1) 
minimum to VIL maximum 250 
CB,; 100 pF 

16 TSP Input filter spike suppression ~ 50 ns All except, 24FC256 (Notes 1 
(SDA and SCL pins) and 3) 

17 Twe Write cycle time (byte or - 5 ms -
page) 

18 ---- Endurance 1,000,000 - cycles 25oc (Note 4) 

Note 1: Not 100% tested. Cs = total capaCitance of one bus hne 1n pF. 
2: As a transmitter, the device must provide an internal minimum delay time to bridge the undefined region 

(minimum 300 ns) of the falling edge of SCL to avoid unintended generation of Start or Stop cond~ions. 
3: The combined TSP and VHYS specifications are due to new Schmitt Trigger inputs, which provide improved 

noise spike suppression. This eliminates the need for a T1 specification for standard operation. 
4: This parameter is not tested but ensured by characterization. For endurance estimates in a specific 

application, please consult the Total Endurance"' Model, which can be obtained from Microchip's web s~e: 
www.microchip.com. 
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2.0 PIN 1)1;$CRIPTIONS 
The descriptions of the pins are listed in Table 2-1. 

TABLE21· - PIN FUNCTION TABLE 

Name 
8-pin 8-pin 8-pln 14-pin 
PDIP SOIC TSSOP TSSOP 

AO 1 1 1 1 

AI 2 2 2 2 

(NC) - - - 3,4,5 

A2 3 3 3 6 

Vss 4 4 4 7 

SDA 5 5 5 8 

SCL 6 6 6 9 
(NC) - - - 10, 11, 12 

WP 7 7 7 13 

Vee 8 8 8 14 

2.1 AO, A1, A2 Chip Address Inputs 

The AO, A 1 and A2 inputs are used by the 24XX256 for 
multiple device operations. The levels on these inputs 
are compared with the corresponding bits in the slave 
address. The chip is selected if the compare is true. 

For the MSOP package only, pins AO and A 1 are not 
connected. 

Up to eight devices (two for the MSOP package) may 
be connected to the same bus by using different Chip · 
Select bit combinations. If these pins are left 
unconnected, the inputs will be pulled down internally 
to Vss. If they are lied to Vee or driven high, the internal 
pull-down circuitry is disabled. 

In most applications, the chip address inputs AO, At 
and A2 are hard-wired to logic 'o' or logic '1'. For 
applications in which these pins are controlled by a 
microcontroller or other programmable device, the chip 
address pins must be driven to logic 'o' or logic '1' 
before normal device operation can proceed. 

2.2 Serial Data (SDA) 

This is a bidirectional pin used to transfer addresses 
and data into and out of the device. It is an open drain 
terminal. Therefore, the SDA bus requires a pull~up 
resistor to Vee (typical 10 kQ for 100 kHz, 2 kQ for 
400 kHz and 1 MHz). 

For normal data transfer, SDA is allowed to change 
only during SCL low. Changes during SCL high are 
reserved for indicating the Start and Stop conditions. 

© 2004 Microchip Technology Inc. 
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8-pin 8-pin 
Function 

MSOP DFN 

- 1 l)ser Configurable Chip Select 

- 2 User Configurable Chip Select 

1, 2 - Not Connected 

3 3 User Configurable Chip Select 

4 4 Ground 

5 5 Serial Data 

6 6 Serial Clock 

- - Not Connected 

7 7 Write-Protect Input 

8 8 +1.8V to S.SV (24AA256) 
+2.5V to 5.5V (24LC256) 
+1.8V to 5.5V (24FC256) 

2.3 Serial Clock (SCL) 

This input is used to synchronize the data transfer to 
and from the device. 

2.4 Write-Protect (WP) 

This pin can be connected to either Vss, Vee or left 
floating. Internal pull-down circuitry on this pin will keep 
the device in the unprotected state if left floating. If lied 
to Vss or left floating, normal memory operation is 
enabled (read/write the entire memory 0000-7FFF). 

If lied to vee, write operations are inhibited. Read 
operations are not affected. 

3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The 24XX256 supports a bidirectional 2-wire bus and 
data transmission protocol. A device that sends data 
onto the bus is defined as a transmitter and a device 
receiving data as a receiver. The bus must be 
controlled by a master device which generates the 
serial clock (SCL), controls the bus acee,;s, and 
generates the Start and Stop conditions while the 
24XX256 works as a slave. Both master and slave can 
operate as a transmitter or receiver, but the master 
device determines which mode is activated. 

DS21203M-page 5 
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4.0 BUS CHARACTERISTICS 

The following bus protocol has been defined: 

Data transfer may be initiated only when the bus 
is not busy. 

During data transfer, the data line must remain 
stable whenever the clock line is high. Changes 
in the data line, while the clock line is high, will be 
interpreted as a Start or Stop condition. 

Accordingly, the following bus conditions have been 
defined (Figure 4-1 ). 

4.1 Bus not Busy (A) 

Both data and clock lines remain high. 

4.2 Start Data Transfer (B) 

A high-to-low transition of the SDA line while the clock 
(SCL) is high, determines a Start condition. All 
commands must be preceded by a Start condition. 

4.3 Stop Data Transfer (C) 

A low-to-high transition of the SDA line, while the clock 
(SCL) is high, determines a Stop condition. All 
operations must end wnh a Stop condition. 

DS21203M-page 6 

4.4 Data Valid (D) 

The state of the data line represents valid data when, 
after a Start condition, the data line is stable for the 
duration of the high period of the clock signal. 

The data on the line must be changed during the low 
period of the clock signal. There is one bit of data per 
clock pulse. 

Each data transfer is initiated with a Start condition and 
terminated with a Stop condition. The number of the 
data bytes transferred between the Start and Stop 
conditions is determined by the master device. 

4.5 Acknowledge 

Each receiving device, when addressed, is obliged to 
generate an Acknowledge signal after the reception of 
each byte. The master device must generate an extra 
clock pulse which is associated with this Acknowledge 
bit. 

Note: The 24XX256 does not generate any 
Acknowledge bits if an internal 
programming cycle is in progress. 

A device that acknowledges must pull down the SDA 
line during the acknowledge clock pulse in such a way 
that the SPA line is stable low during the high Perioct <>f 
the acknowledge related clock pulse. Of course, setup 
and hold times must be taken into account. During 
reads, a master must signal an end of data to the slave 
by NOT generating an Acknowledge bit on the last byte 
that has been clocked out of the slave. In this case, the 
slave (24XX256) will leave the data line high to enable 
the master to generate the Stop condition. 

© 2004 Microchip Technology Inc. 
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FIGURE 4-1: 
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DATA TRANSFER SEQUENCE ON THE SERIAL BUS 
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I Data from transmitter I 
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Stop 
Condition 

Transmitter must release the SDA line at this point, __j 
allowing the Receiver to pull the SDA line low to 
acknowledge the previous eight bits of data. 

L Receiver must release the SDA line 

at this point so the Transmitter can 
continue sending data. 
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5.0 J)I;VICI; AJ)J)RI:SSING 

A control byte is the first byte received following the 
Start condition from the master device (Figure 5-1). 
The control byte consists of a 4-bit control code. For the 
24XX256, this is set as 'l o l o' binary forread and write 
operations. The next three bits of the control byte are 
the Chip Select bits (A2, A 1, AO). The Chip Select bits 
allow the use of up to eight 24XX256 devices on the 
same bus and are used to select which device is 
accessed. The Chip Select bits in the control byte must 
correspond to the logic levels on the corresponding A2, 
A 1 and AO pins for the device to respond. fhese bits 
are, in effect, the three Most Significant bits of the word 
address. 

For the MSOP package, the AO and A 1 pins are not 
connected. During device addressing, the AO and A 1 
Chip Select bits (Figures 5·1 and 5·2) should be set to 
'o'. Only two 24XX256 MSOP packages can be 
connected to the same bus. 

The last bit of the control byte defines the operation to 
be performed. When set to a one, a read operation is 
selected. When set to a zero, a write operation is 
selected. The next two bytes received define the 
address of the first data byte (Figure 5-2). Because 
only A14 ... AO are used, the upper address bits are a 
"don't care." The upper address bits are transferred 
first, followed by the less significant bits. 

Following the Start condition, the 24XX256 monitors 
the SDA bus checking the device type identifier being 
transmitted. Upon receiving a 'lOlO' code and appro
priate device select bits, the slave device outputs an 
Acknowledge ~nal on the SDA line. Depending on the 
state of the RIW bit, the 24XX256 will select a read or 
write operation. 

FIGURE 5-1: CONTROL BYTE 
FORMAT 

Read/Write Bit-

Chip Select 
Control Code Bits 

I 

I s I 1 I o I 1 I o I A21 A1 I AO IRJViiiAcKI 

Sl.l Bit 

Slave Address 

Acknowledge Bit-

5.1 Contiguous Addressing Across 
Multiple Devices 

The Chip Select bits A2, A 1 and AO can be used to 
e~pand the c;<:~ntiguou$ addre$s sP!Ice for uP to 2 Mbit 
by adding up to eight 24XX256s on the same bus. In 
this case, software can use AO of the control byte as 
address bit A15; A1 as address bit A16; and A2 as 
address bit A17. It is not possible to sequentially read 
across device boundaries. 

For the MSOP package, up to two 24XX256 devices 
can be added for up to 512 Kbit of address space. In 
this case, software can use A2 of the control byte as 
address bit A17. Bits AO (A15) and A1 (A16) of the 
control byte must always be set to a logic 'o' for the 
MSOP. 

FIGURE 5-2: ADDRESS SEQUENCE BIT ASSIGNMENTS 

Control Byte 

Control 
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X = don't care bit 
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lj.C) WRIT~ QPI:RA TIONS 

6.1 Byte Write 

Following the Start condition from the master, the 
control_ code (four bits), the Chip Select (three bits) and 
the RfW bit (which is a logic low) are clocked onto the 
bus by the master transmitter. This indicates to the 
addressed slave receiver that the address high byte will 
follow after it has generated an Acknowledge bit during 
the ninth clock cycle. Therefore, the next byte 
transmitted by the master is the high-order byte of the 
word address and will be written into the address 
pointer of the 24XX256. The next byte is the least 
Significant Address Byte. After receiving another 
Acknowledge signal from the 24XX256. the mal'ler 
device will transmit the data word to be written into the 
addressed memory location. The 24XX256 acknowl
edges again and the master generates a Stop 
condition. This initiates the internal write cycle and 
during this time, the 24XX256 will not generate 
Acknowledge signals (Figure 6-1 ). If an attempt is 
made to write to the array w~h the WP pin held high, the 
device will acknowledge the command but no write 
cycle will occur, no data will be written, and the device 
will immediately accept a new command. After a byte 
Write command, the internal address counter will point 
to the address location following the one that was just 
written. 

6.2 Page Write 

The write control byte, word address and the first data 
byte are transmitted to the 24XX256 in much the same 
way as in a byte write. The exception is that instead of 
generating a Stop condition, the master transmits up to 
63 additional bytes, which are temporarily stored in the 
on-chip page buff\lr, and will be written into memory 
once the master has transmitted a Stop condition. 
Upon receipt of each word, the six lower address 

FIGURE 6-1: BYTE WRITE 
s 

pointer b~s are internally incremented by one. If the 
master should transmit more than 64 bytes prior to 
generating the Stop condition, the address counter will 
roll over and the previously received data will be over
written. As w~h the byte write operation, once the Stop 
condition is received, an internal write cycle will begin 
(Figure 6-2). If an attempt is made to write to the array 
with the WP pin held high, the device will acknowledge 
the command, but no write cycle will occur, no data will 
be written and the device will immediately accept a new 
command. 

6.3 Write-Protection 

The WP pin allows the user to write-protect the entire 
array (0000-7FFF) when the pin is tied to Vee. If tied to 
Vss or left floating, the write protection is disabled. The 
WP pin is sampled at the Stop bit for every Wr~e 
command (Figure 1-1 ). Toggling the WP pin after the 
Stop bit will have no effect on the execution of the write 
cycle. 

Note: Page write operations are limited to writing 
bytes within a single physical page, 
regardless of the number of bytes actually 
being written. Physical page boundaries 
start at addresses that are integer 
multiples of the page bufler size (or 'page 
size') and end at addresses that are 
integer multiples of [page size • 1]. If a 
Page Write command attempts to write 
across a physical page boundary, the 
result is that the data wraps around to the 
beginning of the current page (overwr~ing 
data previously stored there), instead of 
being written to the next page, as might be 
expected.ltis, therefore, necessary for the 
application software to prevent page write 
operations that would attempt to cross a 
page boundary. 

BUS ACTIVITY 
MASTER T Control Address Address S 

~ Byte High Byte Low Byte Data ;'; 
SDA LINE ~ ,------"----. ,------"----. ,------"----. p 

BUS ACTIVITY Ert~r~ \x\\\\\\\\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\ A 
A A A A 

X= dcin't care bit c c c c 

FIGURE 6·2: 
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PAGE WRITE 
s 
! Control Address Address ~ 
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m?~~~~,,~§ 
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7.0 ACKNOWI...J::IJG!; POI.I..ING FIGURE 7-1: ACKNOWLEDGE 
POLLING FLOW 

Since the device will not acknowledge during a write 
cycle, this can be used to determine when the cycle is 
complete (This feature can be used to maximize bus 
throughput). Once the Stop condttion for a Wrtte 
command has been issued from the master, the device 
initiates the internally timed write cycle. ACK polling 
can be initialed immediately. This involves the master 
sending a Start condition, followed by the control byte 
for a Write command (RIW = o ). If the device is still 
busywiththewrite cycle, then no ACK will be returned. 
If no ACK is returned, the Start bit and control byte must 
be resent. If the cycle is complete, then the device will 
return the ACK and the master can then proceed wtth 
the next Read or Write command. See Figure 7-1 for 
flow diagram. 
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8,(1 RI:Ail OPI;RAT!ON 
Read operations are initiated in much the same way as 
write operations, with the exception that the RIW bit of 
the control byte is set to '1 '. There are three basic types 
of read operations: current address read, random read 
and sequential read. 

8.1 Current Address Read 

The 24XX256 contains an address counter that main
tains the address of the last word accessed, internally 
incremented by '1'. Therefore, if the previous read 
access was to address n (n is any legal address), the 
next current address read operation would access data 
from address n + 1. 

Upon receipt of the control byte w~h RIW bit set to '1', 
the 24XX256 issues an acknowledge and transmits the 
8-bit data word. The master will not acknowledge the 
transfer, but does generate a Stop condition and the 
24XX256 discontinues transmission (Figure 8-1 ). 

FIGURES-1: 

BUS ACTIVITY 
MASTER 

SDA LINE 

BUS ACTIVITY 

FIGURES-2: 

CURRENT ADDRESS 
READ 

control 

RANDOM READ 

N 
0 
A 
c 
K 

s 
T 
0 
p 

p 

8.2 Random Read 

Random read operations allow the master to acoess 
any memory location in a random manner. To perform 
this type of read operation, the word address must first 
be set. This is done by sending the word address to the 
24XX256 as part of a write operation (RIW bit set to 
'0'). Once the word address is sent, the master gener
ates a Start c<Jndition following the acknowledge. This 
terminates the write operation, but not before the 
internal address pointer is set. The master then issues 
the control byte again, but with the RIW b~ set to a one. 
The 24XX256 will then issue an acknowledge and 
transmit the 8-bit data word. The master will not 
acknowledge the transfer, though it does generate a 
Stop condition, which causes the 24XX256 to discon
tinue transmission (Figure 8-2). After a random Read 
command, the internal address counter will point to the 
address location following the one that was just read. 

8.3 Sequential Read 

Sequential reads are initiated in the same way as a 
random read except that after the 24XX256 transmits 
the first data byte, the master issues an acknowledge 
as opposed to the Stop condition used in a random 
read. This acknowledge directs the 24XX256 to 
transm~ the next sequentially addressed 8-bit word 
(Figure 8-3). Following the final byte transmitted to the 
master, the master will NOT generate an acknowledge, 
but will generate a Stop condition. To provide sequen
tial reads, the 24XX256 contains an internal address 
pointer which is incremented by one at the completion 
of each operation. This address pointer allows the 
~njire memory contents to be seriallY rea!J during one 
operation. The internal address pointer will 
automatically roll over from address 7FFF to address 
0000 if the master acknowledges the byte received 
from the array address 7FFI'. 
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s s 
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BUS ACTIVITY 

X = don't oare bit 

FIGURE 8-3: 
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Package Marking Information (Continued) 

&,Lead MSOP 

8-Lead DFN-S 

)()()()()()()( 

TIXXXXX 

YYWW 

0~NNN 

14-Lead TSSOP 

XXXXXXXT 

~ YYWW 
NNN 

0 

Part No. 

24AA256 

24LC256 

24FC256 

© 2004 Microchip Technology Inc. 

TSSOP Package Codes 

STD Pb-free 

4AD G4AD 

4LD G4LD 

4FD G4FD 

125 

Example: 

Example: 

0 

24LC256 

1/MF 
YYWW 

~NNN 

Example: 

~ 

0 

24LC2561 
0110 
017 

MSOP Package COdes 

STD Pb-free 

4A256 G4AD 

4L256 G4LD 

4F256 G4FD 
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11•Lead Plastic oualtn-une (Pl -300 mil (PDIP) 

n 

· UnUs iNCHES" 
=LimUR MIN l>inM- --MAi< MiN NOM 

I Numbec of Pins n 8 
~ p ToO 2.54 

· n P»n• A .140 .1., .170 3.51l 3.94 
~Thickness A2 .115 .13C .145 2.92 3.3C 
~ A1 .01 o:3a 

E .300 .31: .325 7.6: 7.94 
--:Ej 240 . -:200 --:260 -:tl.iO 6.35 

oveiiiil Len<rth ·· D .360 .37: :ass -9.1 9.46 
~ t: T25 T3ii :135 3.18 3.3C 

~ 
c .008 .012 .015 i?n 0.29 

81 .046 .05! .070 1.1 1.4<> 
iWidih 8 lli4 lliB -:022 o:36 0.46 
'Snadnn • eB .310 .37C .430 7.87 9.4C 
~ " ' 1C 15 10 
~ B 1( 15 ' 10 

' Charactelistic 

Notes: 
Dimensions D and E1 do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold flash or protrusions shaU not exceed 
.'OfO" (0.254mii1) per Side. 
JEDEC Equivalent MS-001 
Drawing No. C04-018 

MAX 

4.32 

3.68 

0. 

1.78 
0.56 

10.92 

" 
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9,0 PACKAGING INFORMATION 

9.1 Package Marking Information 

8-Lead PDIP (300 mil) 

8-Lead SOIC (150 mil) 

8-Lead SOIC (208 mil) 

8-lead TSSOP 
---------------

0 
)()()()( 

TYWW 

~ NNN 

begsnd: XX ... X 
T 
y 

Customer .specific information* 
Temperature grade (I, E) 
Year code (last digit of calendar year) 

Example: 

Example: 

Example: 

0 
~ 

yy 
ww 
NNN 

Year code (last 2 digits of calendar year) 
Week code (week of January 1. is week '01 ') 
Alphanumeric traceability code 

4LD 
1301 
017 

Note: In the event the full Microchip part number cannot be marked on one line, it will be 
carried 011erto the next line thus limiting the nurnber of available characters for customer 
specific information. --

•Standard device marking consists of Microchip part number, year code, week code, and traceability code. For 
device marking ooyond mis, certain price adders apply. Please check With your MiCroChip Sales Office. 
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RX433 . 

The RF module's frequency is from UHF ASK 300MHz to 434MHz 
High sensitivity passive design 
4800 B/S baseboard data rate 
simple to apply with low external parts count 
low supply voHage Vee = 5VDC 
ASK Data Shaping Comparator Included 

DC Characteristics 

Parameter ConditiOilS Mill Typ Max Unit 
Vee Operating Supply Voltage 4,9 5 51 v 
I tot Operatin!l Supply Voltage - 4,5 - rnA 

Vdata Data out I Data- -200 IJAi Vee- 0, Vee v 
I Data = -10 llA (low) - 0,3 v 

Electrical Characteristics 

Characteristics SYM Min Typ Max Unit 
Operating Radio Frequency Fe 300-434 MHz 
Sensitivity Pre f. -108 dBm 
Channel Width =+/- 500 kHz 
Noise Equivalent BW NEB. 5 4 kHz 
Baseboard data rate 3 kb/s 
Receiver tum on time 5 ms 

TX433 
The RF module's frequency is from UHF ASK 300MHz to 434MHz 
The RF module's frequency depends on the quartz surface acoustic wave (saw) 
of different frequency . The following space is suitable for any frequency. 

Electrical Characteristics 

Symbol Characteristics Conditions Min TVD Max Unit 
Vee Operating Supply VoHage 1,5 12 v 
Icc Peak Current 5 !j rnA 
Vih Input Low Voltage I Data - 1001JA Vcc-0,5 Vee v 

{High) 
Vii Absolute Frequency I Data - OIJA (Low) 0,3 v 
Fo Relative to 433.92MHz 314,8 315 315,2 MHz 
Dfo RF Out power into 500ohm =+/-150 -+/-200 kHz 
Po Modulation bandwidth External Cording -3 0 2 dBm 

5 kHz 
Tr Modulation Rise tme 100 IJS 
Tf Modulation Fall time 100 IJS 

Notes: (case temperature= 125•c. test load impedance= 50ohm 
and modulatiOn input is at logic high Low unless noted outerwise) 
The RF module not included digital encoder. 

Caution : Electrostatic sensitive device. Observe precautions for handling. 
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HD44780U (LCD-II) 

(Dot Matrix Liquid Crystal Display Controller/Driver) 

HITACHI 

Description 

ADE-207-272(Z) 
'99.9 

Rev. 0.0 

The HD44780U dot-matrix liquid crystal display controller and driver LSI displays alphanumerics, 
Japanese kana characters, and symbols. It can be configured to drive a dot-matrix liquid crystal display 
under the control of a 4- or 8-bit microprocessor. Since all the functions such as display RAM, character 
generator, and liquid crystal driver, required for driving a dot-matrix liquid crystal display are internally 
provided on one chip, a minimal system can be interfaced with this controller/driver. 

A single HD44780U can display up to one 8-character line or two 8-character lines. 

The HD44780U has pin function compatibility with the HD44780S which allows the user to easily replace 
an LCD-II with an HD44780U. The HD44780U character generator ROM is extended to generate 208 5 x 
8 dot character fonts and 32 5 x I 0 dot character fonts for a total of 240 different character fonts. 

The low power supply (2.7V to 5.5V) of the HD44780U is suitable for any portable battery-driven product 
requiring low power dissipation. 

Features 

• 5 x 8 and 5 x 10 dot matrix possible 

• Low power operation support: 

- 2.7to5.5V 

• Wide range ofliquid crystal display driver power 

- 3.0to llV 

• Liquid crystal drive waveform 

- A (One line frequency AC waveform) 

• Correspond to high speed MPU bus interface 

- 2 MHz (when V cc = 5V) 

• 4-bit or 8-bit MPU interface enabled 

• 80 x 8-bit display RAM (80 characters max.) 

• 9,920-bit character generator ROM for a total of240 character fonts 

- 208 character fonts (5 x 8 dot) 

- 32 character fonts (5 x 10 dot) 

HITAf1!'11 



HD44780U 

• 64 x 8-bit character generator RAM 

- 8 character fonts (5 x 8 dot) 

- 4 character fonts ( 5 x 10 dot) 

• 16-connnon x 40-segment liquid crystal display driver 

• Programmable duty cycles 

- 1/8 for one line of 5 X 8 dots with cursor 

- lilt for one line of 5 x 10 dots with cursor 

- 1/16 for two lines of 5 x 8 dots with cursor 

• Wide range of instruction functions: 

- Display clear, cursor home, display on/off, cursor on/off, display character blink, cursor shift, 
display shift 

• Pin function compatibility with HD44780S 

• Automatic reset circuit that initializes the controller/driver after power on 

• Internal oscillator with external resistors 

• Low power consumption 

Ordering Information 

Type No. 

HD44780UAOOFS 
HCD44780UAOO 
HD44780UAOOTF 

HD44780UA02FS 
HCD44780UA02 
HD44780UA02TF 

HD44780U8XXFS 
HCD44780U8xx 
HD44780U8xxTF 

Note: xx: ROM code No. 

2 

Package 

FP-808 
Chip 
TFP-80F 

FP-808 
Chip 
TFP-80F 

FP-808 
Chip 
TFP-80F 

CGROM 

Japanese standard font 

European standard font 

Custom font 

HIT.J.\9-11 



HD44780U Block Diagram 

OSC1 OSC2 

Reset j I 

RS ---.. 
RIW---.. 
E ---.. 

DB4 to 
DB7 ------
DBO to 
DB3 

------

circuit r--- Timing 
ACL I CPG I generator 

F Instruction 

,----.* 
7 

register (IR) 

Display 
MPU Instruction 

data RAM 
inter. decoder 

(DDRAM) L.. 
face 80 X 8 bits 

~ 

Address 7 
counter 40-bit 

8 shift 7 
register 

7 
Input/ 8 Data 8 
output -r'- register 

40 
buffer (DR) 

8 8 

---§ . 

Character Character Cursor 
generator generator and 

RAM ROM blink 

16-bit 
shift 

register 

40-bit 
latch 
circuit 

(CGRAM) (CGROM) controller 
64 bytes 9.,920 bits 

GND 

~ 5 15 
Parallel/serial converter 

L.. and ~--

f 
attribute circuit 

l-llll Vc;c; 

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 

HITA&f"ll 

Common 
signal 
driver 

r 
Segment 

signal 
driver 

LCD drive 
voltage 
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HD44780U 

c 1 
2 

L 
CL 

M 

D 

COM1 to 
6 COM1 

SEG1 
SEG4 

to 
0 
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HD44780U 

HD44780U Pin Arrangement (FP-80B) 

4 

SEG10 13 

SEG9 
SEG8 
SEG7 
SEG6 
SEG5 
SEG4 
SEG3 
SEG2 
SEG1 
GND 

OSC1 

FP-808 
(Top view) 
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HD44780U Pin Arrangement (TFP-SOF) 

SEG20 

SEG19 
SEG18 
SEG17 4 
SEG16 s 
SEG15 
SEG14 

SEG13 

SEG12 

SEG11 

SEG1 

TFP-80F 
(Top view) 
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COM2 
COM1 

DB5 
DB4 
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HD44780U 

HD44780U Pad Arrangement 

2 

y 

6 

1 80 

\ 

Chip size: 4.90 x 4.90 mm2 

Coordinate: Pad center (~tm) 

Origin: Chip center 

Pad size: 114 x 114~tm2 

tJb DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
D 
D 
D 
Ll 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Type code 
D 

I HD447~ D 
0 
D 
D 

)LJD DDDDDDDDDDDDDD DO 
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DG 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
D 
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HCD44780U Pad Location Coordinates 

Coordinate Coordinate 

Pad No. Function X (um) Y(um) Pad No. Function X(um) Y(um) 

1 SEG22 -2100 2313 41 DB2 2070 -2290 
2 SEG21 -2280 2313 42 DB3 2260 -2290 
3 SEG20 -2313 2089 43 DB4 2290 -2099 
4 SEG19 -2313 1833 44 DB5 2290 -1883 
5 SEG18 -2313 1617 45 DB6 2290 -1667 
6 SEG17 -2313 1401 46 DB7 2290 -1452 
7 SEG16 -2313 1186 47 COM1 2313 -1186 
8 SEG15 -2313 970 48 COM2 2313 -970 
9 SEG14 -2313 755 49 COM3 2313 -755 

10 SEG13 -2313 539 50 COM4 2313 -539 
11 SEG12 -2313 323 51 COM5 2313 -323 
12 SEG11 -2313 108 52 COM6 2313 -108 
13 SEG10 -2313 -108 53 COM7 2313 108 
14 SEG9 -2313 -323 54 COM8 2313 323 
15 SEG8 -2313 -539 55 COM9 2313 539 
16 SEG7 -2313 -755 56 COM10 2313 755 
17 SEG6 -2313 -970 57 COM11 2313 970 
18 SEG5 -2313 -1186 58 COM12 2313 H86 
19 SEG4 -2313 -1401 59 COM13 2313 1401 
20 SEG3 -2313 -1617 60 COM14 2313 1617 
21 SEG2 -2313 -1833 61 COM15 2313 1833 
22 SEG1 -2313 -2073 62 COM16 2313 2095 
23 GND -2280 -2290 63 SEG40 2296 2313 
24 OSC1 -2080 -2290 64 SEG39 2100 2313 
25 OSC2 -1749 -2290 65 SEG38 1617 2313 
26 V1 -1550 -2290 66 SEG37 1401 2313 
27 V2 -1268 -2290 67 SEG36 1186 2313 
28 V3 -941 -2290 68 SEG35 970 2313 
29 V4 -623 -2290 69 SEG34 755 2313 
30 V5 -304 -2290 70 SEG33 539 2313 
31 CL1 -48 -2290 71 SEG32 323 2313 
32 CL2 142 -2290 72 SEG31 108 2313 
33 Vee 309 -2290 73 SEG30 -108 2313 
34 M 475 -2290 74 SEG29 -323 2313 
35 D 665 -2290 75 SEG28 -539 2313 
36 RS 832 -2290 76 SEG27 -755 2313 
37 RIW 1022 -2290 77 SEG26 -970 2313 
38 E 1204 -2290 78 SEG25 -1186 2313 
39 DBO 1454 -2290 79 SEG24 -1401 2313 

40 DB1 1684 -2290 80 SEG23 -1617 2313 

HIT~HI 
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HD44780U 

Pin Functions 

No. of Device 
Signal Lines 1/0 Interfaced with Function 

RS 1 I MPU Selects registers. 
0: Instruction register (for write) Busy flag: 

address counter (for read) . -
1: Data register (for write and read) 

RIW 1 MPU Selects read or write. 
o: write 
1: Read 

E 1 MPU Starts data read/write. 

DB4to DB7 4 1/0 MPU Four high order bidirectional tristate data bus 
pins. Used for data transfer and receive between 
the MPU and the HD44780U. DB7 can be used 
as a busy flag. 

DBQtoDB3 4 1/0 MPU Four l.ow order bidirectional. tristate data bus pins. 
Used for data transfer and receive between the 
MPU and the HD44780U. 
These pins are not used during 4-bit operation. 

CL1 1 0 Extension driver Clock to latch serial data D sent to the extension 
driver 

CL2 1 0 Extension driver Clock to shift serial data D 

M 1 0 Extension driver Switch signal for converting the liquid crystal 
drive waveform to AC 

D 1 0 Extension driver Character pattern data corresponding to each 
segment signal 

COM1 to COM16 16 0 LCD Common signals that are not used are changed 
to non-selection waveforms. COM9 to COM16 
are non-selection waveforms at 1/8 duty factor 
and COM12 to COM16 are non-selection 
waveforms at 1/11 duty factor. 

SEG1 to SEG40 40 0 LCD Segment signals 

V1 to V5 5 Power supply Power suppty for LCD drive 
V0c -V5 = 11 V (max) 

Vcco GND 2 Power supply Vee: 2.7V to 5.5V, GND: OV 

OSC1, OSC2 2 Oscillation When crystal oscillation is performed, a resistor 
resistor clock must be connected externally. When the pin input 

is an external clock, it must be input to OSC1. 
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HD44780U 

Function Description 

Registers 

The HD44780U has two 8cbit registers, an instruction register (IR) and a data register (DR). 

The IR stores instruction codes, such as display clear and cursor shift, and address information for display 
data RAM (DDRAM) and character generator RAM (CGRAM). TheIR can only be written from the MPU. 

The DR temporarily stores data to be written into DDRAM or CGRAM and temporarily stores data to be 
read from DDRAM or CGRAM. Data written into the DR from the MPU is automatically written into 
DDRAM or CGRAM by an internal operation. The DR is also used for data storage when reading data 
from DDRAM or CGRAM. When address information is written into the IR, data is read and then stored 
into the DR from DDRAM or CGRAM by an internal operation. Data transfer between the MPU is then 
completed when the MPU reads the DR. After the read, data in DDRAM or CGRAM at the next address is 
sent to the DR for the next read from the MPU. By the register selector (RS) signal, these two registers can 
be selected (Table I). 

Busy Flag (BF) 

When the busy flag is l, the HD44780U is in the internal operation mode, and the next instruction will not 
be accepted. When RS = 0 and R/W = 1 (Table I), the busy flag is output to DB?. The next instruction 

must be written after ensuring that the busy flag is 0. 

Address Counter (AC) 

The address counter (AC) assigns addresses to both DDRAM and CGRAM. When an address of an 
instruction is written into the IR, the address information is sent from the IR to the AC. Selection of either 
DDRAM or CGRAM is also determined concurrently by the instruction. 

After writing into (reading from) DDRAM or CGRAM, the AC is automatically incremented by I 
(decremented by 1). The AC contents are then output to DBO to DB6 when RS = 0 and RIW =I (Table 1). 

Table 1 Register Selection 

RS Operation 

0 0 IR write as an internal operation (display clear, etc.) 

0 1 Read busy flag (D87) and address counter (D80 to D86) 

1 0 DR write as an internal operation (DR to DDRAM or CGRAM) 

1 1 DR read as an internal operation (DDRAM or CGRAM to DR) 
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HD44780U 

Display Data RAM (DDRAM) 

Display data RAM (DDRAM) stores display data represented in 8-bit character codes. Its extended 
capacity is 80 X 8 bits, or 80 characters. The area in display data RAM (DDRAM) that is not nsed for 
display can be used as general data RAM. See Figure I for the relationships between DDRAM addresses 
and positions on the liquid crystal display. 

The DDRAM address (A00) is set in the address counter (AC) as hexadecimal. 

• !-line display (N = O)(Figure 2) 

- When there are fewer than 80 display characters, the display begins at the head position. For 
example, if using only the HD44780, 8 characters are displayed. See Figure 3. 

10 

When the display shift operation is performed, the DDRAM address shifts. See Figure 3. 

High order Low order 
I--- bits bits _ ___,--I Example: DDRAM address 4E 

l1lolol1l1 1 

Display position 
(digit) 

Figure 1 DDRAM Address 

2 3 4 5 79 80 

~~~~ I 00 I 01 I 02 I 031 041· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14E 14F I 

(hexadecimal) 

Figure 2 1-Line Display 

Display 
position 

For 
shift left 

2345678 

=~i~ right 14FI ool o1lo2lo3l o4loslo61 

Figure 3 1-Line by 8-Character Display Example 
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HD44780U 

• 2-line display (N =I) (Figure 4) 

- Case I: When the number of display characters is less than 40 x 2 lines, the two lines are displayed 
from the head. Note that the first line end address and the second line start address are not 
consecutive. For example, when just the HD44780 is used, 8 characters X 2lines are displayed. See 
Figure 5. 

When clisplay shift operation is performed, the DDRAM address shifts. See Figure 5. 

Display 
position 1 2 3 4 5 39 40 

DDRAM 00 01 02 03 04 .................. 26 27 
address 

40 (hexadecimal) 41 42 43 44 .................. 66 67 

Figure 4 2-Line Display 

Display 
position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

DDRAM 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 
address 

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 

For 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
shift left 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 

For Z7 00 01 oz 03 04 05 06 
shift right 

67 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 

Figure 5 2-Line by 8-Character Display Example 

HIT~StJ"fl 
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12 

- Case 2: For a 16-character x 2-Iine display, the HD44780 can be extended using one 40-output 
extension driver. See Figure 6. 

When display shift operation is performed, the DDRAM address shifts. See Figure 6. 

Display 
position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

DDRAM 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 OA 08 oc OD OE OF 
address 

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 4B 4C 4ll 4E 4f 

' )\. ) 

HD447BO~display Extensi~n driver 
display 

For 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Ofl 08 oc OD OE OF 10 

shift left 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 48 4C ~D 4E 4F 50 

For 27 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 OA 08 oc OD OE 

shift right 
67 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 48 4C 40 4E 

... _ . -
·--~ 

Figure 6 2-Line by 16-Character Display Example 



HD44780U 

Character Generator ROM (CGROM) 

The character generator ROM generates 5 x 8 dot or 5 x 10 dot character patterns from 8-bit character 
codes (Table 4). It can generate 208 5 X 8 dot character patterns and 32 5 x 10 dot character patterns. User
defmed character llatterns are also available by mask-programmed ROM. 

Character Generator RAM (CGRAM) 

In the character generator RAM, the user can rewrite character patterns by program. For 5 x 8 dots, eight 
character patterns can be written, and for 5 x 10 dots, four character patterns can be written. 

Write into DDRAM the character codes at the addresses shown as the left column of Table 4 to show the 
character patterns stored in CGRAM. 

See Table 5 for the relationship between CGRAM addresses and data and display patterns. 

Areas that are not used for display can be used as general data RAM. 

Modifying Character Patterns 

• Character pattern development procedure 

The following operations correspond to the numbers listed in Figure 7: 

I. Determine the correspondence between character codes and character patterns. 

2. Create a listing indicating the correspondence between EPROM addresses and data. 

3. Program the character patterns into the EPROM. 

4. Send the EPROM to Hitachi. 

5. Computer processing on the EPROM is performed at Hitachi to create a character pattern listing, which 
is sent to the user. 

6. If there are no problems within the character pattern listing, a trial LSI is created at Hitachi and samples 
are sent to the user for evaluation. When it is confirmed by the user that the character patterns are 
correctly written, mass production of the LSI proceeds at Hitachi. 

13 
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Hitachi 

® 

® 

No 

User 

Start 

Determine 
character patterns 

® 

Note: For a description of the numbers used in this figure, refer to the preceding page. 

Figure 7 Character Pattern Development Procedure 
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• Programming character patterns 

This section explains the correspondence between addresses and data used to program character patterns 
in EPROM. The HD44780U character generator ROM can generate 208 5 x 8 dot character patterns and 
32 5 x I 0 dot character patterns for a total of 240 different character patterns. 

-Character-patterns 

EPROM address data and character pattern data correspond with each other to form a 5 x 8 or 5 x 
10 dot character pattern (Tables 2 and 3). 

Table2 Example of Correspondence between EPROM Address Data and Character Pattern 
(5 x 8 Dots) 

Notes: 

EPROM Address Data 

LSB 
A11A10A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 AO 04 03 02 01 00 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
,...--

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
------------------------------------------ --------- ---- ------- ----------- --·---- --- -- ----

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Character code Line 
position 

EPROM addresses A11 to A4 correspond to a character code. 

EPROM addresses A3 to AO specify a line position of the character pattern. 

EPROM data 04 to 00 correspond to character pattern data. 
EPROM data 05 to 07 must be specified as 0. 

A lit display position (black) corresponds to a 1. 

Cursor position 

6. Line 9 and the following lines must be blanked with Os for a 5 x 8 dot character fonts. 

15 
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- Handling unused character patterns 

I. EPROM data outside the character pattern area: Always input Os. 

2. EPROM data in CGRAM area: Always input Os. (Input Os to EPROM addresses OOH to FFH.) 

3. EPROM data used when the user does not use any HD44780U character pattern: According to the user 
application, handled in one ofthe two ways listed as follows. 

a. When unused character patterns are not progtammed: If ao unused character code is written into 
DDRAM, all its dots are lit. By not programing a character pattern, all of its bits become lit. (This is 
due to the EPROM being filled with Is after it is erased.) 

b. When unused character patterns are progranuned as Os: Nothing is displayed even if unused 
character codes are written into DDRAM. (This is equivalent to a space.) 

Table3 Example of Correspondence between EPROM Address Data and Character Pattern 
(5 x 10 Dots) 

Notes: 

16 

EPROM Address Data 

LSB 
A11A10A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 AO 04 03 02 01 00 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 of1 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

~ 

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
--~--------------------------------------- - -- ------- -- --- ------ --------------- ------

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 --~- Cursor position 

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Character code Line 
position 

EPROM addresses A 11 to A3 correspond to a character code. 

EPROM addresses A3 to AO specify a line position of the character pattern. 

EPROM data 04 to 00 correspond to character pattern data. 

EPROM data 05 to 07 rnust be specified as 0. 

A lit display position (black) corresponds to a 1. 

Line 11 and the following lines must be blanked with Os for a 5 x 10 dot character fonts. 
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Table 4 Correspondence between Character Codes and Character Patterns (ROM Code: AOO) 

0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 
CG -RAM - -(1.). -. 

xxxx0001 (2) 

xxxx0010 (3) 

xxxx0011 (4) I • -
xxxx0100 (5) •• • 

xxxx0101 (6) • 
xxxx0110 (7) 

11 (8) 

xxxx1000 (1) 

xxxx1001 (2) 

xxxx1010 (3) 

-xxxx1011 (4) .E-1 

xxxx1100 (5) lj •:t· P-1 • • 

(6) • 

(7) 

xxxx1111 (8) 

Note: The user can specify any pattern for character-generator RAM. 

HIT~~~ 
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Table4 Correspondence between Character Codes and Character Patterns (ROM Code: A02) 

.7:;: ~ 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 

CG I=. 
xxxxOOOO ~r . ~ 

xxxx0001 (2) .qi i 1 =···I =-= -. -~ l_! t: . + 6 : ·~ .:.. : .:. 
.i. •··· -.-:i -, ~~ -= i . . r-.. ·-= r = 

xxxx0010 

xxxx0011 

xxxx0100 

xxxx0101 

xxxx0110 

.xxxx01.11 

xxxx1000 

xxxx1001 

xxxx1010 

.: .: i i ·"":• L"1 11 ; • 1 ·r·· U i 1-, .+ :.:: .. ... • • • 
(3 l ~ C• !": t.• i it! • •.&.· AU .:a .-. 

•; 'I # .... •.· .-. 
(4) • • • ""' I . .I C. -::. 

(5) !: :±: 4 [) T ci t. 
- .- . . . ... .. 

.::-A -; J[ t. . I ! 
• I .-- i::• • • ; ... ·. ·a· .---. f··; .-• ill I L •• IL I I 

.=. 
•• . =e 

• .-. 
... 
·== ... : c:-' ..... I • • • • • • •• -:::• 

(6) ...... ~ .. ; t- 1 i a== i.~ L·i rr :t: t--= A ii ... .-.· 

(7) • ·-=· ..... 
•• 'I. 

(8) .;:.i 

(1) "t 
(2) ·l· ) 

.3 =.-:a 

.=:. F 1..1 f· u .Ti Jl ~ ;:J ,.r .-. ":.:. 
ii H: I I II. 

7 i3 1.1 -::; 1.1 n ·r .~· .. I • . . ..... -·-· ·-· ·;~ .. ... ,;,·· 

Q 
• 

... 
! 

• .. -
hi t-

'···'i=-~UAiii 1 F-0 • 

·== 

•• .-. ·-· 
• -• 

-. 
i.~ 

(3) -t :+: : . T ..., .: -r i..J .-. .:J 
••• ._! •• ! ·.,.:: 

.-. . . 
=-= 1::. 

• •• i i • • • • 
•• II I .• 

' r-. P"k ! . 
;. xxxx1011 (4) ~ + •• • •• 

•" ;; I 
'• LLI 

•••• ...... • • .... E.... . . . ... 
I? i.~ 

'I i
l 1.11 I • I • • LL1 .:--; . tii :a I •• 

xxxx11 00 (5) ... ··.. 1 • I i i i_j 
xxxx1101 (6) ) - - i-.1 ] i ·. "•. 1.. .,;,;. ;-; !-:: T• ··:·· .:. - ! ! Iii I I I lljjP :=1 1. • I -; 

xxxx1110 (7) A • ··... i-.J· ••••• L-i - • L i .- r.; :1.. "y'-. ..... :.-- ....... 
• 1. r ·· i.=i .-. ~.,;:~ =-; .t:-• -• 

xxxx1111 ..... . .-..• .-1 
(8) T ..-· I 

• •• .-•• -. .fj 

~-~ 1 J :..._ I I - •. =. r .f: 1 •• u • 
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